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Large Assortment of

•••

White Coats

—
Occupation ls the necessary —
— basis of all enjoyment.—Leigh —
— Hunt.
—

In Polo Cloth or Basket Weaves

•—

$15.00, $16.50, $19.75

A FEATURE WRITER

Natural and Eggshell Polo Cloth,

Fred Green of Boston Transcript
Staff Is In Our Midst

Camel's Hair, Wool

The Courier-Gazette sanctum was
enlivened yesterday by the presence
of Fred W. Green, a member of the
reportorial staff of the Boston Tran
script, whose feature stories help
make that one of the best literary
publications in the country. Mrs.
Green ls a former Thomaston girl—
Geneva Copeland—and it follows
naturally that they set their faces
toward Knox County when thoughts
of vacation came uppermost. Mr.
j Green’s "vacation” is a good deal like
that of the London cabby who rides
arcund on another hackman's cab,
for he is “nosing around” for good
j news stories all the time and is in
cidentally helping to exploit the Knox
Memorial dedication w’hich takes
! place in Thomaston next month.
Port Clyde and Surry have been other
places in which this Boston news
writer has vaoationed the past 25
years. And he is not likely to forget
the time when the engine of his mo
tor boat refused to function, and the
hectic hours which followed when he
, undertook to row across the bay to
the mainland.

$15.00, $16.50, $25.00

Misses’ and Women’s Sizes
SECOND FLOOR GARMENT DEPT.

Cozy Corner Candy
You will be delighted with these Delicious Home Made Chocolates
made by

BLANCHE Swampscott,
ELIZABETH
CHASE
Mass.
Packed in Dainty Boxes of 1 lb., >4 lb., % lb., and 2 lb. sizes
The distinctive quality and rich dark Chocolate coating IS DIF
FERENT. A trial package will convince you.
Now on sale at the following stores:
ROCKLAND
Chisholm's Spa
* Knowlton’s Market
L. Carini
Kennedy’s
Corner Drug Store
Perry’s Market
Jack Green’s
Rockland Pharmacy
C. M, Havener
C. W. Sheldon Drug Store
GLENCOVE
WARREN
Oak Grove Cabins
Life Saver Cabins
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
W. E, Carroll
W. II. Brackett Drug Store
H. E. Rogers
UNION
CAMDEN
Gorden & Lovejoy
Ames Drug Store
JEFFERSON
D. A. Dougherty & Son
Beach Farm Inn
M. A. Libby (Lake City I
WALDOBORO
LINCOLNVILLE
II. E. Clark Drug Store
L. W. Hurd
Shore Gardens
DAMARISCOTTA
OWL'S HEAD
Poland's Drug Store
Crescent Beach Inn
WISCASSET
PORT CLYDE
F. E. Parker
New Ocean House
BOOTHBAY HARBOR
TENANT’S HARBOR
Towel Drug Co.
Drift Inn
Mrs. Thaddius Horne
MAINE DISTRIBUTING CO.,
14 SUMMER ST., ROCKLAND
Agents for Maine

CALLING ON OUR FRIENDS

Atwood Levensaler is an authorized
; representative of Tlie Courier-Ga
zette in a series of visits to be made
j to the various parts of the county,
I in quest of subjects for newspaper
exploitation and generally to repre •
| sent the interests of the paper. Any
| courtesies shown him by our patrons
t will be appreciated.

FRIDAY
IS A LUCKY DAY
ON SALE FRIDAY, JUNE 19
Yard Wide, Good Quality

PERCALE
Fast Color

10c a yard

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
EAST UNION. ME.

AND LUNCHES
At Prices to Suit the Patrons
PRIVATE DINING ROOM

CHISHOLMS
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
49-tf

Afternoon Tea and Bridge Parties

Solicited
TEL. UNION 18-21
73-tf

OAKLAND PARK

HARBOR REST
OWL’S HEAD HARBOR

TONIGHT

Shore Dinners $1.25

LEO DOUCETTE AND HIS TEN MAN BAND

Stews

WITH

CHET GRIFFIN AS MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Lunches
Sandwiches

Open From Noon to Midnight

69-70

TEL. 1162-W

A Furnished Cottage

71-74

DANCE

FOR SALE OR TO LET FOR SEASON
A thoroughly modern furnished cottage, large
and well arranged, in a choice location at Cres
cent Beach. It has all conveniences and a twocar garage.

ceremony connected with this cele
bration, which is obligatory on the
order of Elks, was done by officers
of the lodge under Past Exalted Ruler
Albert C. Jones, who served as
exalted ruler in place of Percy L.
McPhee, who ls confined to his home
by illness.
The history of the flag was given
by Robert Boyle of Barre, Vt., lodge
No. 1535, and the oration “Sym
bolism of the Flag” by Rev. Herman
Winchenbaugh, whose
eloquence
never fails to stir his listeners, was
cordially received.
The speaker took exception to the
words of the poet “Of all the sad
words of tongue or pen, the saddest
are these, It might have been,” stat
ing that the saddest words to be
found in any language were embraced
in the title of Edward Everett Hale’s
stirring book, “The Man Without A
Country.” Let us as citizens and as
Elks thank God, that as long as Old
Glory blazes in God’s blue firmament,
you and I will never be without a
country.
The National spirit and ideals are
to be found in the colors of the flag.
The red stands for sacrifice for the
Nation’s ideals. Here the speaker
paid tribute to the blood-stained flag
in Doric Hall in the State House in
Boston.
The white symbolizes purity of
ideals, liberty. The flag has been
carried to battle, not only for the sake
of our own liberties, but for the sake
of liberty of the down trodden and
oppressed.
The blue symbolizes loyalty. The
finest compliment that could be paid
to a man Is to say he is true-blue. All
of our country's battles are not yet
won, her flag still leads us to con
secration and devotion, to the cause
of truth, justice and righteousness
The dramatic representation of the
patriotic incident “America's Ahead”
came in for a vigorous round of ap
plause.
The address concluded with the
soul-stirring inspiration, that thrills
the American heart by the sight of
his flag in a foreign land. But the
globe-trotter’s highest inspiration
finds its happy culmination, when re
turning from a foreign shore “To the
blessed land of room enough Beyond
the ocean bars, Where the air is full
of sunlight, And the flag is full of
stars.”
The Boys' Band in its gay trap
pings made an attractive picture and
presented an excellent musical pro
gram. Additional musical numbers
of a patriotic nature were presented
by the pupils of Grades Four, Five
and Six. under the direction of Mrs
Marguerite Johnson. A large audi
ence was present, Including a dele
gation from Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R.
to enjoy the perfect weather and
exercises. Buffet lunch was served
by the house committee.

WARDEN’S DAUGHTER TO WED

CHICKEN AND STEAK
DINNERS

EAT AND ENJOY

lar Line steamship President Hoover on her builders’ acceptance trial by a
the largest merchant ship ever crew from the Newport News ship
constructed in an American yard. | yard, and including guests and offi
Tlie craft has a gross tonnage of cials has on aboard about 300 men.
Among the officials is J. W. Wood
35,000 tons, as compared with the
23 000 tonnage of the present liners, ward assistant to the general mana
and a length of 653 feet as com ger of the Newport News Shipbuild
pared with the 535 feet long passen ing Co., and the veteran chief engi
ger craft already in use. The Pres neer Nels Christiansen is in charge
ident Hoover will carry a crew of 332 of the engines.
The craft left Newport News Tues
and has accommodations for 1250
day morning, and speeded along at
passengers.
Along the waterfront anxious eyes 21 knots until she reached the Maine
had all day been scanning the bay' coast when she encountered a dense
for a glimpse of this wonderful craft, fog bank which necessitated a slow
but it is doubtful If anyone was pre ing down of the engines, and brought
pared for the striking picture she her into port several hours later than
presented as she passed in by Owl's she had been expected. The pro
Head, and the rays of the low de pellers were making 120 revolutions
scending sun fell upon the glistening while the ship was traveling her
white of her towering superstructure. fastest, and the engine crew was con
Guided by that king of pilots, fident that she could be tuned up to
Capt. Joseph Kemp she swung slowly 135 revolutions, which, it is estimated,
toward the harbor and anchors will produce a speed of 23 knots. The
dropped not far from the end of the contract requirement is 21% knots.
The President Hoover is about 98
Breakwater. Not far. also, from the
superdreadnaught Pennsylvania, pro percent completed, and will be fol
duct of the same yard—the Newport lowed to the Rockland course two
News Shipbuilding Co. The steam months hence by a sister ship the
ship Belfast busying in and out on President Coolidge.
The President Hoover went onto
another of her prosaic trips passed
this American-built Leviathan and the trial course at 5.30 this morning
lost her identity in comparison with with the purpose of making 25 runs
the Dollar Liner's enormous bulk. It over the measured mile. If the trial
is as a picture which would have de- [ is successful she will probably put
lighted the residents of any harbor directly to sea tonight.

PENNSYLVANIA MAKING GOOD

Tel. 710

The battleship Pennsylvania which complete trials which were interrupt
had her original trials on the Rock ed in April. She has been at the
Navy Yard in Newport News under
land course 15 years ago, was doing going some necessary alterations.
the stunt over again yesterday, this
The Naval tanker Salinas will be
iim eas a reconditioned ship. She is here for trial early in August, and
said to have averaged 21 knots and with these tasks behind them the
Trial Board will again bring to this
to have developed a horsepower of port the destroyer Hamilton, which
35,000.
has already had one set of experiYesterday’s trials were on light I mental trials, the purpose of which
I displacement (32,000 tons) and she is to bring about certain improve
Hull complete standardization on a ments in future construction of that
displacement of 38.000 tons, for 20 type of ships.
runs at the lower speeds.
The Board of Inspection and Sur
The continuation of the trial was vey, or Trial Board as it is more com
' to have taken place today, but Uncle monly known, is headed by a new
Sam, with his customary courtesy, has president on this trip—Rear Admiral
' yielded the course to the steamship George Calvin Day, a native of Ver
named for the first gentleman of the mont, who has seen 26 years of sea
land.
service, and who was last attached to
The Pennsylvania will go to sea at the General Board. He succeeds
once after finishing her trial here.
Rear Admiral S. E. W. Kettelle, who
• • • •
has just reached the age of retire
U. S. S. Arizona, also a recondi ment.
tioned battleship, will come to the i The recorder of the board is Com
Rockland course two weeks hence to mander K. L. Hill.

The marriage of Miss Maxine W.
Linscott of Thomaston and Dr. Ar
thur E. Martin of Providence will take
place at 1 o'clock Saturday afternoon
at the home of the bride's father.
Charles E. Linscott, warden of the MOOSE RAMS HEARSE
Maine State Prison. Rev. H. F.
Leach, pastor of the Federated
Churches in Thomaston will officiate. Occupants of Thomaston
Simplicity will mark the nuptial
Funeral Car Had Thrilling
ceremonies, and the wedding invita
tion list has been limited to 50.
Experience In Northport

Alemiting 25 cents, any make car.
A moose and a hearse locked horns
Thursday to Sunday only. Fireproof
on
the Lincolnville road late Monday
Garage Co.—adv.
night with fatal results to the animal
and extensive damages to the car.
The latter was the property of A. D.
Davis & Son of Thomaston and had
been used during the day to convey !
the body of Mrs. F. Guilford Norton j
AT MORRIS HALL
to Lubec.
In the returning party, were Mrs.
TENANTS HARBOR
Norton's husband, Russell Davis and
Henry Fales. Through the darkness
suddenly loomed a huge antlered
form and as the beast struck the fu
GOOD FLOOR
GOOD MUSIC neral car the impact made the noise
of a loud explosion. Both of the
8.30 Daylight Time
car’s headlights were put out of com
mission and the terrified passengers

OPENING DANCE

Friday Evg., June 19

Wan-E-Set Inn

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
JUNE 17

Tenant’s Harbor, Me.

Auspices Bay View Society
71-72

I
'

OPENS SUNDAY, JUNE 21

CHICKEN AND SHORE DINNERS $1.25
Special Dinner Parties Served by Appointment

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 27

73-74

EVERY SUNDAY AND HOLIDAY
FROM NOW ON

Lobster Stew, 50c
(All you can hold)
At the Old Brennan House—Now

FIREWORKS

The PORT
New CLYDE,
Ocean ME.House
A beautiful drive. A good dinner
guaranteed.
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 8002
72-74

COMPLETE LINE-LOW PRICES

ADELYN BUSHNELL
PUPILS
Present
FOUR ONE-ACT PLAYS
With Specialties Between the Acts
at the
C. L. U. HALL

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Rockland
73-Th-79

■

especially so when the conditions of untarily, and by those who are par
the country and world at large are ticipating in this part of the cam
considered, since these conditions paign.
“If this is done we shall have no
have not passed on the other side of
Rockland. The results when tabu need to fear the ability of the Chest
lated Tuesday night according to the to meet its obligations for the comreport of the auditor, Charles A. ' ing year,” says Mr. Welch.
The campaign committee expresses
Emery, are very favorable, compared
with other years. The total subscrip i its earnest appreciation of the
tions and cash to date amount to amount of time and effort which the
j several teams put in and to the ladies
$9510.25.
“This is not sufficient to carry the of the churches and the Eastern Star
Chest through the year, if it is to who provided food in such abundance
keep complete faith with the partici and quality for those who were can
pating organizations," says Rev. G. vassing, in the effort to make this a
H. Welch, director of the campaign. complete success. Many gave their
“We hope to reach the goal set of whole day to this, and many others
$12,000 before we have finally covered such part of the day as they could
take away from their personal affairs.
the whole field."
The workers Tuesday reported As long as Rockland has citizens who
$3636 for the day's work. There were will accept this responsibility for the
about 60 in the field, covering the welfare of the city and its projects,
many parts of the city. This sug there is no need to fear but that it
gests an average of $60 for each shall be a city always progressive in
worker, which is a creditable amount its efforts and outlook.
This is one more year in which the
for any time, anywhere, on such a
citizens of Rockland may be assured
canvass.
The results also indicated that that it shall be free of the many
there were many people who could drives fdr funds necessary to take
not be reached Tuesday, either from care of the work dependent on the
lack of time or for other reasons. generosity of its citizens.

CONCERNING THE WELLMAN CASE
County Attorney Makes a Statement In Regard To Recent
Criticism of the Authorities
A Rockport despatch, appearing re reporter last night, “and a man was

Town Hall

Smalley’s Orchestra

73-lt

73 Park Street

FAVORABLE-CONSIDERING

Reconditioned Craft Does Better Than 21 Knots On Course cently in a Portland newspaper, in designated who fully met the ap
proval of Sheriff Harding's depart
dicated considerable impatience and
—Abdicates In Favor of “President Hoover”

OWL’S HEAD

EDWARD O’B. GONIA
Rockland

VERY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In Exercises At Elks Home Con
advance; single copies three cents.
Community Chest Drive Nets $9510, With the Hope That
ducted By Past Exalted Dollar Line’s Latest Triumph, the President Hoover
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Its Goal Wil, Be Reached
Having
Trials
On
Rockland
Course
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Ruler A. C. Jones
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Flag Day exercises were held Sun
A new chapter was written into the in the world, enhanced by the fact
The City of Rockland may well This it is hoped will be entirely cor
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to day afternoon on the lawn at the
be congratulated on the results of rected by the people concerned, who
the Tribune. These papers consolidated Elks Home by officers and members maritime history of Rockland harbor that ours is the prettiest.
March 17. 1897.
The President Hoover is manned this annual Community Chest drive, will send in their subscriptions vol
of Rockland Lodge. The ritualistic last night with the arrival of the Dol

Davis

i-

Choose your Summer Coat from
our
*

509 Main Street

AMERICAN-BUILT LEVIATHAN

OBSERVED FLAG DAY

Issue >

Volume 86.................. Number 73

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Thursday^

RUMMAGE SALES
EVERY SATURDAY, 9 A. M. TO 3 P. M.
THE SALVATION ARMY

I
j
.

found themselves enshrouded in
darkness.
When order was restored the moose
lay dying in the road, and It was
found that the radiator of the hearse
had been driven back against the mo
tor. The total damage to the hearrp
was about $300. Game wardens took
charge of the moose carcass.
Mr. Norton who is employed in Carl
Morse's jewelry establishment told
a Courier-Gazette reporter that the
experience was one he would not
care to duplicate, and the other mem
bers of the trio will doubtless say
amen to that. In the darkness no
body knew what to expect next.
The moose carcass salvaged yester
day by Chief Game Warden Fred H
Smallwood proved to be that of a
2year-old crotch-horn bull, weigh
ing about 400 pounds. Half of the
venison was presented to the Waldo
County Hospital In Belfast and half
to Knox Hospital. Wardens say that
the animal was struck in the rear,
both hind legs being broken.

A NUISANCE—STOP IT

disappointment because the disap
pearance of Mrs. Fred Wellman has
not been cleared up.
And the same is true of a thousand
and one other mysteries of the pres
ent day, not always where the inves-;
tlgating force is as small as it is in ’
Knox County, but more generally In
the larger centers where expert de
tective talent without limit is avail
able. Notably the current case of
Starr Faithful.
The Rockport case, involving the
sudden and unexplained departure of
Mrs. Wellman and the convict Al
den Boulier, who had been employed
on a neighboring farm is one of the
blindest that has ever confronted
Maine authorities, and if those in
Knox County have left any stone un-;
turned they would be well pleased to
have the advice of those who note
an omission.
“We undertook to get a trained in
vestigator here,” County Attorney
Ensign Otis told a Courier-Gazette

DANCE?

YAS SIR!

Lewis Mills, erstwhile member of
a troupe of colored minstrels, was
moved to tears In Rockland Municipal
Court Tuesday when he found, that
jail was the alternative of not being
able to pay costs of court after con
viction of a charge of drunkenness.
Sympathetic spectators suggested
passing the hat.
“Can’t you do something to enter
tain us?” asked Attorney Frank A.
Tirrell.
“Sure, boss!” replied the defendant,
“I can dance some."
Space was cleared In the cell block
and the crowd was treated to the
snappiest exhibition of buck and
wing dancing since the days when
Lew Dockstader used to visit the
local opera house. The collection
netted “costs” and Mills Is back at
his job in a shoe shining parlor.
The incident helped relieve the
monotony of a dull day In Judge
Butler's court.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Complaints are being heard that
Rockland youngsters are allowed to
begin their Fourth of July celebration three weeks ahead of time. Is
there no way to prevent the use of
noisy cap pistols and fire-crackers
before the date on which custom
makes their use permissible? Have
we not nerve-racking noises enough
Parking space is like money—there
already without starting a nuisance is plenty of it where it doesn't do
like this?
Aunty Noyes.
you any good.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

WHERE ARE YOU GOING THE FOURTH?

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

: : at : :

Best Horses in the State Entered

“THE LOBSTER POT”

Track Athletic Events

ON THE WHARF AT FRIENDSHIP

OPEN SUNDAYS. JUNE 14 AND 21
Telephone Waldoboro 9006-3—19-31 —19-14
MRS. C. H STENGER, Prop.
64-65&Th76

The officers of the lodge are: S.
Castner, W. M.; G. E. Day. S. W.; J.
Bradford, J. W.; R. P. Stahl, chap
lain; H. P. Mason, treasurer; F.
Burns, secretary; J. P. Vannah, S. D.;
W. E. Kaler, J. D.; C. Hilt, S S.; H.
Genthner, J. S.; K. Heyer, tyler; R.
G. Miller, marshal.
The public is invited to the service.

TO KNOX TROTTING PARK

Four Fast Classes in the Horse Races

8 P. M. Standard Time
Admission 25c, 50c.
Dance Following the Play
Buy a ticket everybody; It’s for the
ball team!
70-72

Voluntary
Hymn—"Come, Thou Almighty King”
Invocation
Lord’s Prayer
Anthem—"By the Waters of Babylon"
.................................. S Coleridge Taylor
Quartette
Scripture lesson
Prayer
Hymn—"Love Divine, All Loves Excelling"
Offering
Anthem—"Rock of Apes" .... Dudley Buck
Quartette
Sermon—"The Way to World Peace"
Hymn —"How Flrni a Foundation"
Benediction
Quartet—Soprano, Mrs. Esther Howard:
contralto, Mrs. Lydia Storer; tenor,
Harold Greene; bass, Marshall Brad
ford, organist. Mrs. Faith Berry.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

SHORE DINNERS

8.00 A. M. TO 8.00 P. M. DAILY

King Solomon’s Lodge, F.A.M., will
have its annual service at the Old
German Church In Waldoboro next
Sunday at 2 p. m„ standard, the
preacher being Rev. Walter S.
Rounds of Rockland. The order of
service follows:

The answer is very simple—

THE REASONS

OPEN FOR SEASON JUNE 28

ANNUAL SERVICE

Faced With Jail Sentence, a Waldoboro Masonic Lodge
Former Minstrel Struts
At Old German Church In
His Stuff
Waldoboro Sundav

73-lt

Clark Island, June 16

ment.
Three weeks have elapsed,
and nobody has put in an appear
ance. Whether there is an investi
gator working under cover I am not
prepared to say.
"I have presented to the county
commissioners the suggested proposal
to drag or pump certain quarries in
which it is possible that Mrs, Well
man’s body may be lying. The com
missioners answered promptly and
emphatically that such an emergency
was too remote, but that if evidence
could be produced that Mrs. Well
man had been seen in the vicinity of
any one of the several quarries in
mind, the matter would be given due
consideration. The trouble is that
we cannot find anybody who saw her
anywhere.
“The search for Alden Boulier will
be taken up anew. I have the assur
ance of Lieut. A. W. Cushman that
the Maine State Police will reissue
the bulletins describing Boulier and
the known facts concerning his dis
appearance.”

MUSIC BY THE ROCKLAND BAND
Admission: 50 Cents

Auto Parking: 25 Cents; Grandstand: 25 Cents
73-lt

JACQUEMINOTS
I mav not speak In words, dear, but let
my words be flowers.
To tell their crimson secret In leaves of
fragrant Are;
They plead for smiles and kisses as
summer fields for showers.
And every purple velnlet thrllLs with ex
quisite desire.
O, let me see the glance, dear, the gleam
of soft confession
You give my amorous roses for the ten
der hope they prove;
And press their heart-leaves back, love,
to drink their deeper passion.
For the sweetest, wildest perfume ls the
whisper of my love!

My roses, tell her. pleading, all the fond
ness and the sighing.
All the longing of a heart that reaches
thirsting for Its bliss;
And tell her, tell her, roses, that my lipa
and eyes are dying
For the melting of her love-look and the
rapture of her kiss.
John Boyle O’Reilly.
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Every-Other-Day

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Bockland, Me., June 18. 1931.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
June 16, 1931, there was printed a total
of 6218 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,

Be strong; as thy days so shall thy
strength be.—Deut. 33:25.

ALEMITING
ANOTHER FIREPROOF GARAGE BARGAIN

The amazing thing Is not that at
the last of it the Chicago gangster
Capone has been brought under con
viction, but that for so long a period
he should have been the acknowl- 1
edged head of gangster rule, the
arbiter of life and death and the
finger-snapper at all law. He seemed
impregnable, but there was a way to
get him and it succeeded. The uni- j
versal reaction of the newspapers,
of the country is concisely expressed
in this editorial utterance of the
Boston Herald:
The Capone plea of guilty is an '
occasion for both cheers and tears. i
There will be general gratification ■
that one of the most vicious char
acters in the history of the nation is
no longer at large; that the worst
JOHN’S DAY PLAINS
gang in the United States has been
crippled; that the law has asserted
itself, even if it has sent a murderous
thug to prison instead of the elec Ciaremont Commandery To Visit Vinalhaven Next
tric chair. With the "big shot" out
Wednesday—A Welcome Invasion
of the way, the difficulties of law
enforcement in Chicago will not be
so great, and it is possible that the
regeneration of the city has begun.
Plans for St. John’s Day are now
9.30 a. m.—Leave Tillson wharf for
But what a shameful spectacle it all virtually completed, and certain it is
Vinalhaven on the steamer Castine
seems in retrospect! One man has
successfully defied city, county and that the Rockland and Vinalhaven which has been chartered for the day,
state authorities for years. He has Commanderies are going to have a and which has accommodations
controlled police courts. He has been good time on that Masonic anniver limited to 100. On arrival at the
island Claremont Commandery’ will
a law above the law. has exemplified sary—weather permitting.
all those evils which inhere in such
Eminent Commander Percy White be met by De Valois Commandery
and there will be a parade over the
organizations as the Ku Klux Kian has made reservations for plenty of principal
streets.
of other days. The routine of law sunshine, and everybody is hoping
Noon
—
Dinner
will be served in
enforcement fell so low that he that Mr. Fogg will postpone his visit
remained free after a hundred serious to the Maine coast for a few days, at Grand Army hall by the women of
the Vinalhaven Eastern Star Chap
offences which would have put him least.
The Sir Knights are requested
behind the bars in all of those foreign
The itinerary as arranged by Emi ter.
to take along their sharpest appe
countries which Americans like to nent Commander Edward O'B.'Gonia tites
as there will be a menu including
think are so inferior to their own. cf Claremont Commandery, takes the grapefruit,
haddock smother, live
Persons who want to know just what form of the following general orders, boiled
lobster, ice cream, cake, coffee
is meant by “the overthrow of civili all based on daylight schedule:
and ginger ale. And lots of it.
zation" need only read the story of
8.30 a. m.—Sir Knights of Clare
Afternoon—Outdoor sports, auto
this overlord of the underworld.
mont Commandery assemble at the mobile rides, or anything the Sir
The gang is broken up, but gang Asylum in Masonic Temple.
Knights may prefer.
dom will survive under new Capones
9 a. m.—Parade to Tillson wharf,
It is expected that 70 Sir Knights
until the police, the politicians and escorted by the Rockland City Band. > will make the trip from Rockland.
the prosecuting officials of county
and state show’ some of the energy,
intelligence and honesty which Wash CARTER TO ENTERTAIN
LOCAL THEATRES
ington had at work in Chicago.
Strand Theatre
Noted Portland Magician Will "The love she talks about is the
Today, June 18, records the 81st
that goes with a certified check.”
Be At “Alumni” Tomor kind
birthday of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, an oc
The above pointed statement is
casion which is to be signalized in
part of the dialogue in “The Good
row Night
Bad Girl," exploiting the experiences
Philadelphia by breaking of ground
At tomorrow night's Alumni meet of a girl who wants to quit the racket.
for the Benjamin Franklin Memorial.
ing
a distinct innovation will be It will be seen Friday and Satur
The distinguished publisher, whose
made by the officers in the presenta day.
personal interest in the memorial and tion of an entertainer of State wide
Can't a girl ever live down a mis
contributions to it running into sev reputation. Ernest A. Carter of take. .. is it a sin to want to be good
eral millions of dollars make its Portland will be the man and in his . . and many other questions perti
nent to the problems of gangdom’s
achievement possible, will direct the previous appearances in this city he women, are answered in “The Good
has scored decided hits,
steam shovel with which the sods are
Mr. Carter is an expert in the art Bad Girl". . . a drama that is said
to be turned and altogether will be of sleight-of-hand and is withal a to be an expose of a gun moll’s emo
tions. . . her hopes, her ambitions
the central figure in an occasion comedian of parts and a conversa and her daily life. Some of them
that is to remain unique in the his tionalist extraordinary. All the usual want to live a decent life... and have
tory of the Quaker City. Shortly after features of the Alumni meeting will a husband, children and love- but
and receDtion
Can they disentan8le themselves'from
this occasion Mr. Curtis will board his and
reception. It is hoped tha. the the meshes of the underworld once
yacht Lyndonia, which will arrive in
- ------------- —----- they are caught? Mae Clarke plays
Camden harbor some time during the
the part of a gangster’s sweetheart —
adv.
coming week.
Alemiting 25 cents, any make car,
The speeches arising out of Presi
Thursday to Sunday only. Fireproof
Garage
Co.—adv.
dent Hoover’s present trip into the
west bring universal comfort to his
friends and supporters the country
over, for they show the man at the
height of his qualities of leadership
and greatness, and will bring confu
sion to that group of political enemies
who have so long carried on their
“swear Hoover” campaign.
The
nation is again taking the measure of
its President, and is for him, even
as it was in the days of 1928. That
he will head its ticket and lead his
party to another victory in 1932 is
the settled opinion in well-informed
circles.

Any Make of Car From A Ford To A Rolls-Royce Alemited For 25c
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, And Sunday Only
CHARLES H. BERRY, Proprietor

TYDOL GASOLINE

The Vinalhaven graduating class
that made its trip to Old Orchard
sets an example that we should
regard as worthy to follow. Washing
ton. the usual goal of these high
school excursions, is a considerable
distance from Maine, and the costs
of such a pilgrimage something to be
considered. But here are objectives
within our own borders and easy to
be reached. We shall not be sur
prised to see more of these worthy
and available regions made the
objective of such excursions.
We were mentioning the names of
some of the great women of the
Christian Temperance Union, among
them that of Anna Gordon, who in
the older days was a number of times
a visitor to our city. Now at the age
of 78 she has completed her tasks and
joined others of that noted company
who have passed out of life, by that
much more narrowing the circle of
those gifted women who enriched the
notable period of reform with which
they were associated.
Seventy years ago yesterday the
boys of the Fourth Maine Regiment
broke camp on Middle street heights
and marched away to the southern
battlefields. There are citizens living
today who out of their youth can
recall the solemn and historic occa-

CHISHOLM’S

Specials
Jumbo Salted Peanuts
30c lb.
Salted every day

Small Pepps and
Checks
29c lb.

Asst. Chocolates
29c lb.

BLUEBERRY GROWERS

MERVYN HARADEN
Funeral services for Mervyn Hara
Last Organization Meeting den were held Sunday afternoon from
the home of his parents, Mr. and
of Association In South Mis. Clarence O. Haraden, 234 Limerock street. Church
Rev. H. officiating.
H. Marr of The
'he
Methodist
Hope Monday Night
The last organizing meeting for the
year of the “State of Maine Blue
berry Growers' Association" will be
held in South Hope Grange hall Monday evening June 2'
This meeting, held at the request
of Northern Knox and Southern
Waldo County growers, is expected to
bring the signed membership of the
Association fully up to the 100-mark,
as it is now little short of that num
ber.
—'
At this meeting, there will be deliv
ered to the members of the associa
tion the first order of 25 dusting
machines, and another like order of
these dusters is nearly completed.
Members wdshing dusting material
and crates will be expected to place
orders for immediate delivery.
Very special information regard
ing the development of the blueberry
industry will be imparted to those
present.
Arthur J. Clark, secretary.
73-74
NOTICE OF SALE
The Pierce-Arrow dump truck owned
by Victoria Montee. and now stored on
the premises of the Green Gas Filling
Station on Park street in Rockland
Maine, will be sold on June 20. 1931. 9.00
A. M. standard time, at public auction
at the Green Gas Filling Station on Park
Street. Rockland. Maine, to satisfy a lien
for storage of said truck and which now
remains unpaid.
Signed:
J. C. BURROWS. Agent.
Rockland. June 4. 1931.
b,-in-70

grade. Junior High, of which he was 1 and had already mapped out his
a member. The floral tribute was course and voiced his ambitions to
of great beauty. Interment was made train as an electrical engineer. He
in the family lot at Achorn Ceme- | was highly esteemed by teachers and
| teryt schoolmates. Despite the handicap of
J ha^emer^H^h Scffin the °fa£ i hea?t and soul hi ah S ac-vi7ies

bearers, composed of his school and I —
Sunday school mates were- T>urnham
Young. Richard Knowlton, Edwin Ed
wards, Burr Atwood, William Sanborn and Malcolm Daggett who had
becn llis closest friend since early
childhood. The large attendance incladed many children from the
scdo°ls> particularly from the 8th

Automatic
Electric
Refrigerators
Are comparable only with the fin
est of other makes costing- many
dollars more.
BE THRIFTY
BUY QUALITY

House-Sherman, Inc.
Authorized Dealer For Majestic
Products
585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

DANCING BY THE SEASHORE

SHORE GARDENS

on MEN’S FURNISHINGS
In line with today’s trend we are making a storewide

SLASH IN PRICES
On our large stock of Men’s High Quality Wearing Apparel and Furnishings.
Our overhead is reduced, our costs are lower, and it is only fair that we share our
lower costs with our patrons.

See What Your Dollar Will Buy
—AT—

THE MEN’S SHOP
PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

FRIDAY EVENING, JUNE 16
Featuring ROY WARREN
And His Rhythm Kings
73-lt

PRICES GO LOWER
AT FOODLAND
BEST CUTS
Chuck Roast,
lb

Crea M

... A NEW BUYING GUIDE IN BUTTER

NEWLY CORNED
Brisket,
Thick Rib,

cream, with all its valued vitamins and
tempting taste. Each pound is made from
eight half-pints of rich table cream. It
adds new perfection to your meals.
Armour’s Full Cream Cloverbloom But
ter has the same good taste always; the
same dependable freshness every day,
and it costs no more. Ask your Armour
dealer for Full Cream Cloverbloom But

ter. It’s in cartons containing whole
pounds or four quarter-pound sections
individually wrapped. Armour and Com

OPP. PARK THEATRE

A Drop cf 25% in Rent is now offered by Mike Armata at his Brewstert Street
Modem Apartment House. New Low Prices on Cordwood, $13 delivered. Hard
wood, stove, fitted. For details see Mr. Armata at The Men’s Shop.

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH, ME.

YOU NEED no longer buy butter blind
folded. The words "FULL CREAM” nowlead you straight to the most delicious
butter you ever ate. They identify only
Armour’s Full Cream Cloverbloom Butter.
If you like cream you’re certain to en
joy the luxury of this butter, for it is

was always planning for the fu
! and
ture. In addition to the parents,
he is survived by a small brother,
Francis, the paternal grandfath »>•,
’
Davis of Stonington.

New Low Prices

LEAN BONELESS
Pot Roast,
lb

Erncst M. Carter, Portland Magician,
Entertainer, Who Will Be Alumni
Meeting Feature

efforts of the officers and commit
tee will be rewarded by a large turn-1
out. The affair will be held in the
High School auditorium. Herman
M. Hart is president of the Associa
tion.

15c per gallon

PRIME RIB
Oven Roast,
lb

CHEESE
13c Fancy Mild,
, lb 19c
Tasty,
lb 33c
lb 89c
19c Roquefort,
Cream Cheese,
lb 45c
25c

Marshmallows,

lb 18c

arAAOUR’s

lf-pints of

h table cream
every

pound

pany, Chicago.

The best values in New
England

ARMOUR’S /"ULLTREAM

flags and lined with throngs of peo-

Cloverbloom

GOOD CUTS
Corned Beef,
lb

FULL POUND BOX
lb 19c

JUST REDUCED
Graham Flour,
bag 15c
All Round Flour, 5 lb bag 15c

10c

Peanut Butter, 1 lb jar 19c
THE BIG VALUE THIS WEEK Oxydol,
pkg 25c
Fresh Spareribs,
lb 10c
PALMOLIVE SOAP
NATIVE VEAL
Three Cakes,
19c
Boneless Roast,
lb 25c
1 Pkg. Beads,
Free

MORE GOOD VALUES
SPAGHETTI DINNER
LEAN STEWING CUTS
pkg 25c
Beef,
lb 18c Four Servings,
Lamb,
lb 15c
large pkg 19c
Veal,
lb 25c
Beef Liver,
Lamb Liver,

lb 19c

Hamburg Steak,

2 lbs

25c Pineapples,

Market
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN FOUND
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 19—R. .H S. Alumni Association
meeting at the High School.
June 22—Last organization meeting of
"State of Maine Blueberry Growers’ As
sociation. South Hope Grange hall.
June 23-25—United Baptist Conven
tion of Maine at Ocean Park.
June 23—Parent-Teacher dance at
Oakland.
June 25—Graduation Knox Hospital
nurses.
June 26—Bridge party Community
Yacht Club.
July 1—Lawn party given by Ladles'
Aid of Littlefield Memorial Church.
July 4—Independence Day.
Park'y
Horse race at Knox Trotting;
July 4-18—Encampment of 240th Coast
Artillery ot Fort Williams.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
Yacht Club ln Penobscot Bay.
July 25—Dedication of General Knox
Memorial at Thomaston
Aug. 4—Annual Eastern Star Field
Day. Glencove Grange hall.
Aug 19—Owl's Head Church fair.

casjlt

OPEN

William A. McLain Appar
ent Suicide Victim—Had
Phoned Friend

William A. McLain of Carroll's
lane was found dead in his home this
morning; the room being filled
with gas which had flowed from an
open Jet.
The discovery was made by Arthur
Clough who went to the hous? today
in response to a telephone request
which
had received last night
"Come down in the morning, I
want to see you. It won’t take very
long.”
This is the message which the tel
ephone carried.
McLain suffered a broken back in
an automobile accident some years
ago, and badly crippled had conWEATHER
ducted a grocery store.
After sharing heavily in the much- i He is survived by two children.
advertised depression, the stock of----------------------------------June Preferred took a spectacular i A Lions Club is being organized at
upward .trend yesterday afternoon, East Millinocket. Maine is going to
when steady rain lasting several be a well populated jungle by the
hours quickly gave place to the fair-| time Gus Tapley Sturtevant gets
est of summer skies. Wind chang- j through.
ing from the prevailing easterly
Samuel Rubenstein who was haled
quarter to northwest gave promise of iinto Municipal Court because of
at least temporary fair weather.' having operated a suit club was
This morning dawns cloudless, strong found guilty under the gambling
northwest wind, forecast fair. Tem statute, and paid a fine of $10 and
perature at 7 o'clock only 58 degrees, costs.
The New York Express running
but gives prosDects of being much the
now on summer schedule, made its
warmest day of the week.
first trip Tuesday morning as a
Wan-E-Set Inn, Tenant’s Harbor, double-header. Among its passen
gers were quite a number of guests
opens Sunday.
The Oriental Baseball Club of for the Samoset Hotel which opened
Hawaii plays in Togus next Sunday. that day. Earmarks of a good sea
son are not lacking.
Some of the fastest horses in the
One by one members of the Curtis
State are entered for the four races, institute o{ Music summer school at
at Knox Trotting Park July Fourth. lnstltule 01 Muslc summer scnool at
Rockport are arriving. Among the
If any one finds closed ballot box recent arrivals are Mr. and Mrs.
belonging to Town hall at Head-of- M. Munz who are occupying the
the-Bay please return same to Mrs. “Wee Hoose” on Russell avenue. Mr.
Helen Garnett.
Munz has recently returned from a
M. F. Lovejoy has bought the A. B very successful tour of the world, in
Higgs house on Talbot avenue, and cluding the Orient. He is acclaimed
will move thither later in the sum as one of the greatest pianists of the
mer.
younger generation, and is a mem
Fishing conditions were poor at ber of the Curtis faculty. Mrs.
Bangor Salmon Pool this week but Munz is the daughter of the famous
John L. Thomas of Rockland, landed conductor, Amiel Mlynarski, of the
a nine-pounder.
Philadelphia Grand Opera Co. which
Rockland High School graduation is sponsored by Mrs. Mary Louise
takes place in the auditorium to Bok. AncAher member of the colony
night, in accordance with the pro is Iso Briselli, violinist, who after
winning attention in Europe was
gram published in Tuesday's issue.
Miss Ada Coleman resumed her brought t othis country by Prqf.
duties at the office of the Independ Karl Flesch. Celia Gomberg who
ent Coal Co. Monday after a week's was heard last summer in concert,
is at the cottage of Madame Lubovacation in New York.
H. P. Blodgett and L. E. Jones were shutz her instructor. Mrs. Bruce
in Augusta yesterday to attend the Greenwood and daughter, Miss Flora
monthly meetings of heads of the Greenwood of Wichita Falls Texas,
student at the Curtis Institute, and
departments.
* Miss Ruth Blodgett of New York, Miss Edna Phillips, solo harpist of
author of "Birds Got to Fly” and the Philadelphia Symphony Orches
other books, is occupying the Blodg tra are at Mrs Emeline Halford's,
ett Homestead at Thomaston for the Camden, for the summer. Miss
Phillips studies with Carlos Salzedo,
summer.
Mechanic Leland E. York of the head of the Harp Department at
Maine Air Transportation Co. suf Curtis, who also has several other
fered a bad fall at the dock Tues pupils to arrive for summer work
day and hospital treatment wai with him. Mr and Mrs. Josef Hof
mann are spending June and July in
found necessary.
A. B. Higgs who went to New York Europe, to arrive at their Camden
a few weeks ago is employed as as summer home for August.
sistant engineer on the Yacht NellMrs. Joseph Pellicane arrived
wood. The yacht was at Halifax
yesterday bound for the Great Lakes. home Tuesday night from Boston
Donald Emery Merriam of Owl's, where she went to attend commence
Head has achieved another coveted ment at Northeastern University,
honor—being one of the 15 members her son, Peter, being a member of
of the graduating class at Bowdoin the graduating class She was ac
College to be elected to Phi Beta companied by her daughter, Mrs.
Phyllis Grispi, and sons Bart and
Kappa.
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman of Thom Vincent. The graduation exercises
aston is having a week's vacation Monday evening were in the Boston
from Senter Crane store. Mra. Mary Opera House, there being more than
Bunker resumed her duties there j 500 in the graduating class. The j
Monday, after spending two week- at' principal speaker was Arthur Atwood Ballantine, secretary of the
the Bunker Farm, Thomaston
Among those who attended the United States Treasury, upon whom
lecture in Bangor Tuesday evening the honorary title of Doctor of Laws
given by Albert F. Gilmore, C.S.B., was conferred that -evening. He
of Boston, were Mr. and Mrs. Frank graduated from the school 24 years
Richardson, Mrs. Etta Sanborn, Mrs. ago. President Frank Palmer Spear
Golden Munro, Mrs. Annie Alex conferred the degrees and awarded
President Spear
ander, Mrs. S. A. Burpee, Mrs. Lilian the diplomas
S. Copping, Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. founded the school 35 years ago and
Austin Gardner and Mrs. Cora Bab during that time has been 60,000
graduates go out of it, “each to a
bitt.
David
Rubenstein’s
menagerie position that has been creditable to
dwindled noticeably this week when the school,” he stated. He was also
he shipped four deer statues which speaker at the baccalaureate services
had been bought by Philadelphia at Old South Church. The highest
parties. One was shipped to the new honors in the class were won by a
owner's summer home at Northeast young Syrian Farkis M. Casperian,
Harbor, two to his summer camp in who has been in the country only
Northern Maine and one to Phila four years. He received the degree
delphia. The same parties bought of Bachelor of Electrical Engineer
a valuable collection of ship pic ing. Mr. Pellicane was awarded this
tures. Three of the deer were con degree also, and already has entered
the employ of the Sanborn Co. at
structed of iron and one of zinc.
Miss Anna Adams Gordon, 78, Cambridge, Mass., manufacturer of
former president of the International the cariograph, motorgraphic, etc.
W.C.T.U., who died Monday in Cas The position is a very good one, With
tile, N. Y, was particularly well opportunity for advancemeht.
known in Maine for her work in the
KNOX POMONAGRANGE
enforcement of prohibition and her
devotion to the State. She succeeded
Knox Pomona will meet with
Mrs Lillian L. M. N. Stevens of Port Achorn Grange, Cushing, June 20 and
land as president of the National the following program will be given:
W.C.T.U. in 1914. She made several Address of Welcome, W. G. Maloney;
addresses in Portland and through response, Oscar Copeland; speaker,
out the State, her last visit to Maine Dean Leon S. Merrill of University of
being in 1927.
Maine; song service, recitation, Grace
The annual meeting of the Maine Maloney; reading, Hattie Orff; vocal
Medical Association takes place on solo, Robert McIntosh. Topic, Re
June 25-27 at Squaw Mountain Inn, solved, that a baulky automobile is
Greenville, when presentation Of more detrimental to a man’s morale
medals commemorating 50 years of than a party telephone line; dis
practice to 25 members, lectures by cussed by Warren Gardner and James
physicians and surgeons from alf Morse. Dinner will be served at noon
New England, Canada, and the Mayo by the host Grange.
Clinic in Rochester, Minn, together
Alemiting 25 cents, any make car,
with entertainment in the form of
golf, fishing, mountain-climbing and Thursday to Sunday only. Fireproof
airplane trips, will build a program Garage Co.—adv._________
of keen interest and enjoyment. Two
BORNof the symposiums will deal with HALL—At Cincinnati. Ohio. June 14. to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard F. Hall. Jr., a
the recent poliomyelitis outbreak
daughter. Janice Lee. __ _
and the treatment of cardiovascu
“ MARRIED
lar disease.
—At South Waldoboro.
The Maine in the Market Exposi JONES-LIBBEY
June 13. bv Rev. T. H. Fernald, Vernor
tion is to be presented again this
T. Jones of East Lebanon and Miss
Dorothy M. Llbbey of Sanford.
year, according to an announcement HOLBROOK-CONARY
—At Free Baptist
by representatives of the Harold T.
parsonage. Rockland. June 12, by Rev.
Andrews Post, Americant Legion,
L. G Perry. Herman Holbrool» of Owls
Head and Miss Erma Conary of Rock
Portland. In making the announce
land.
ment the officials declared that ar WEBBER-ALLEN
—At Free Baptist par
rangements have been made to stage
sonage. Rockland. June 6. by Rev. L. G.
Perry. Ernest A Webber of Cushing
the event the week of Nov. 16 at the
and Mrs. Georgia B. Allen of Camden.
Exposition Building this year, and a PITCHER-WALLACE
— At Thomaston,
week in the fall of 1932 when the
June 13. Karl Pitcher and Edith Wal
Exposition will be a fitting feature
lace.
of the Observance of Portland's ter
DIED
centenary. While details of the ex
— At Franklin. Mass..
position have not been worked out WINCHENBACH
June 14. Abbie, wife of Addison Win
as yet, tentative plans call for an ex
chenbach of Franklin and West Waldobyo.
position surpassing those of previous
FOSSETT
—At Union. June 17. Wllford
years. Arrangements will be made
C. Fossett, aged 60 years. 6 months.
this summer for the affair which
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock standard
is to be conducted along lines similai
time.
to the successful ventures of the past
IN MEMORIAM
Ih loving memory of Swan Arthur
Jacobson, who passed away June 18. 1930.
The 10-string elimination match at With broken hearts we watched you
slowly pass away.
Carr’s alleys Tuesday night resulted
And although we loved you dearly, we
thus:
could not make you stay.
Graham. 993: A. C. McLoon, 979; V.
Sadly missed by his father, toother,

New Panama Hats Arrive
You Can
Panama Hat
Wpar A

slaters and brothers.

•

With “Anything”
—and be
SMART

Thrilling Values Friday and Saturday
' at Senter Crane’s—Come Early!

Special Selling

$1.98

Exquisitely Sheer . . .

'IC

Flatteringly Feminine . . .
Highly Fashionable . . .

Imagine smart Panama hats from which to choose exact
ly the right model for yourself at only $1.98 . . . many
have gros grain Or patent leather bands. Large and small
head sizes.

Other Panama Hats $2.95 and $5.95

at the lowest prices in years . . .

Its low cost may astonish you
Its ravishing beauty will . . .

Misses’ sizes
14 to 20

MCCALLUM
HOSIERY

Women’s sizes
38 to 46

in Spring's loveliest shades

Junior Miss Sizes from I 3 to 20

Printed chiffons copied from expensive French
hand-blocked chiffon in lovely colorings. Sky
and angel blues, yellow-greens, hydrangea
pinks, all exquisitely blended.
Beautiful sheer dark tailored chiffons, too, for
town wear. In misses’ sizes, some have adore
able jackets to match . . . some with large cape
collars. Many frocks for more formal wear
have darling little transparent velvet jackets.
•

Other groups of Printed Chiffon Dresses at

f you wear McCallum hosiery we need
say no more. If you don’t, now is the
time to experience the thrill of its beauty,
fit, and remarkable wearing qualities.
There’s a McCallum stocking to perfectly
complement any spring costume your
fancy dictates—at a price you'll be more
than willing to pay.

I

—for June wed
dings
—for Class Day
—for Receptions
fanWaUum

—for Summer
Dancing

1515 The New Gartuk
Hose
The extra hem affords
a fSTace to fasten the
garter.

SilR^Hoiiag^

—for Bridesmaids
—and don’t for
get, Chiffon packs
beautifully when
traveling.

$5.95 and $14.95

•‘You Just Know
Sbo Wean Them"

1904 all silk service
1905 Picot Top Chiffon

$1.50
$1.65

For Your Home
Make your home attractive with little expense by taking
advantage of some of these specials

Whiting and Davis
Mesh Bags

I

Only once in a while do you get a chance like this
Bags that have sold from $1.98, $2.98 and over

288 Bags in the lot. Besides the $1.00 bags there are many at higher prices. All

are priced at about one-half regular price

Come Early on This Item!

L

_

For a Short Time Only

Two Coty
Specials

Clearance

Famous Toilet Water
I /i oz. bottle
reg. 1.50'value
98c
Convenient Travel Size
Safe Shaker Top
All Coty Odors

of Coats

E R S O N A L

PRESERVES

ICED TEA SET—$1.19 Set
20 piece sets
Plates, Sherbets, Cups,
Saucers, Glasses (4 of each)
HASSOCKS
Modernistic designs
Dupont Leatherette,
.89
Suede Leather,
.98
Suede Card Table Covers,
.98

Breakfast Sets, 30 pieces,
$1.85
Another lot of this attractive set with floral design
on cream colored china.
New 32-Piece Sets, includes platter and vegetable,
Special,
3.50
Japanese Straw Rugs, 3x6
.69; 4x7,
.98
Foot Stools, mahogany stain,
.49

$1.00

Half Price

and JELLIES

.11111.- u
uwiUW

V

Here is your opportunity to have a smart dre99 or
sport coat NOW! at exactly one-half the original
’

•

price.

■

>;

We have laid out for immediate clearance one lot
which includes Dress Coats, mostly black and a few

7 COATS. Regular $39.50
Black‘for trim; I size 16, 1 38, 1 40,/
1 42, 1 44. Green Coats, fur trim,/
2 Size 16.
)

These are the very same delicious and sparkling pre
serves, jellies and relishes that are served in the famous
Alice Foote MacDougall Coffee Houses in New York
City. Her own recipes, each tested by her personally,
absolutely pure and wholesome, made from fresh
fruit, delicious and luscious flavor.
By special appointment, we are distributors for

Alice Foote MacDougall Food delicacies.
PRESERVES
Strawberry
Cherry
Pineapple
Pineapple-Mint
AprlcotPlneapale
Peach Quince Red Raspberry Blackberry Loeanberry Red Tomato
Damson Plum
Orange Marmalade
Huckleberry
Apricot

JELLIES
Red Currant

Crnbapple
Red Raspberry and Currant
Black Raspberry
Mint

EACH

JARS

;

23 COATS. Regular $24.50
7 Black Dress Coats, all sizes
10 Tweeds, scarf, trims, etc., all sizes(
6 Green Dress Coats, assorted sizes

27 COATS. Regular $15.00
1 I Black Dress Coats, assorted sizes
some fur trim, some scarf collars
2 Green Dress Coats, size 20, both of[
these are fur trim
14 Tweed Coats, sizes 1 4 to 44

Grape

1.00

Coty Double Compact
always has sold for 2.50
$1.59
This is the handsome silver col
or case you have all seen,
double compact like cut.

Koremlu Depilatory

tweeds.

WITH THE’ BOWLERS

Norton, 993; Goodwin, 1045.

Page Three

All Children’s Spring Coats

One-half Price
SENTER CRANE COMPANY S

Guaranteed to devitalize superfluous hair, on the face or
other parts of the body, sold by the best stores every
where.
Cream, $5.00. Jar Wax, $2.50
CaH at Toilet Goods Counter

She spilled the gravy . .. but no harm done!
Because It Was a Kerrydell Tablecloth

Stainproof Damask Table Cloths
Made in Two Sizes:
36x36 Cloths,
$1.19. 54x54 Cloths,
$1.98
Particular housewives will welcome these tablecloths
that have the beauty of fine linen, yet are so much more
serviceable. 1 hese cloths do not require laundering and
all manner of stains will quickly vanish when wiped off
with a cloth rinsed in clear warm water. Contains no
rubber , . . has no odor . . . comes in a variety of
Jacquard patterns.
Colors are: Blue, Gold, Rose, Green
A Demonstration Showing How Quickly Even Ink
Stains May Be Wiped Away, Will Be Given All Week.

Page Foui

UNION

"SALADA'
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”

At

Every-Other-Day
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the lowest price possible
for fine quality tea

DEER ISLE
Mr. and Mrs. Jachal of Philadel
phia are guests of her sister, Mrs.
Louise Knowlton.
Prof, and Mrs. S. B. Knowlton of
Haverford, Pa., arrived last week to
open hotels Firs and Felsted for the
season.
Miss Ruby Sylvester spent last
weekend at Eagle.
Mrs. Arthur B. Powers returned
Saturday from Somerville, Mass.,
where she has spent the winter with
her sister Mrs. Ethel Rokes.
Mrs. Edwin Greenlaw and young
daughter of New York city are guests
of Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw.
Everett Dorr ot East Orland was in

50

! town Saturday and called on old
friends.
George E. Sylvester spent a few
days this week at Eagle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charts Allen and
little daughter were weekend guests
of Mr and Mrs. Clarence Howard.
Miss Lillian Greenlaw is home from
Lewiston, where she has been teach
ing school.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schroeder of
Brighton, Mass., arrived Saturday to
open Bay View Farm for the season.
Mrs. Burton Brown and grandson
Percy arrived Saturday from a trip
to Boston and vicinity. They were
accompanied by Miss Carrie Brown,
and Mrs. Muriel Sellers, who will re
main all summer.

H. H. Stickney of Belmont. Mass.,
was recently at his farm at South
Union.
Rebecca Stickney and Joe Stickney
are with Mrs. Ralph Wallace for a
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend of
Thomaston have been visiting Mrs.
Townsend's sister, Mrs. Willis Me
servey.
Mrs. Jennie Thurston is visiting her
daughter in Medford, Mass.
Miss Susie Drake, who has been
at Palmer Ryan's returned Friday to
her home in Arlington.
The following was the program for
Children's Day, Sunday: Hymn 158.
school and congregation singing:
scripture and. prayer by the pastor,
Rev. Richard H. Moyle; duet. Mrs.
Young and Mrs. Esancy; recitations:
Dorothy Esancy, Constance Hallo
well. Barbara Creighton; song, Alice
Farris, Phyllis Hannan, and Pearl
Morine; recitations: Pauline Young,
Warper Howard: song, primary chil
dren; recitations: Isabel Abbott,
Thurston Gleason. Thelma Esancy,
Betty McKinley; song, Children of
the Sunday School t recitations:
Winona Messer, Ruth Howe. Eleanor
Gleason; song, by three girls, Doro
thy Esancy, Madeline Gordon, Vir
ginia Howe:- recitations: Lilian Wil
liams. Harriet Farris, Dorothy
Gleason. Katheryn Chandler; song.
Dorothy Esancy and Lawrence Esanev; recitations: Virginia Howe.
Madeline Farris, Jeanette gtephenson: remarks and offering: song.

Women Say
It’s Wonderful
Poor complexions and old looking
skins lack protection. Preserve your
skin with the new wonderful Tare
Powder MELLO-GLO used by so man;
beautiful women. Its special tint and
finish are so youthful. MELLO-GLO
stays on longer, prevents large port
and spreads so smoothly. Purest pow
der made and does not irritate your
skin. Corner Drug Store and all othe:
good stores.
Barbara
Creighton:
recitations
Fsther Young. Norma McEdwards.
Virginia Pinkham; recitation by three
girls, Kathryn Chandler. Dorott'.'
Fsancy, Virginia Howe; recitations:
Willard Howard, James McEdwards.
Helen Mitchell, Austin Lucas, Wil
liam Lucas. Jeanne Douglas; remarks
and benediction.

fi

USED
that counts

with an

CARS
Sea View Garage, Inc.
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250

56-tf

SPRUCE HEAD
Howe W. Elwell of Hartford, Conn.,
is visiting his sister Mrs. H. F. York.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Elwell and chil
dren of Peak's Island were recently
guests over the weekend of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
Mrs. Caroline Thompson of Cam
bridge. Mass., is the guest of her
daughter Mrs. W. W. Godfrey.
Mrs. Ella Cook, Mrs. Alice Sim
mons and daughter Ruth spent the
day in Rockland Tuesday.
School closed here Friday after a
very successful term of 11 weeks
taught by Mrs. Margaret Carr.
Miss Helen Adams of Atlanta, Ga.,
is guest for a week of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Adams. She ls ac
companied by her niece Jeanne Page
Adams of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of Port
land were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Post and
family are at Mink Island where they
will spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Howe Hall and family
of Orono are occupying their cottage
for the remainder of the month.
Dean and Mrs. Corbett and chil
dren of Orono are spending their va
cation here occupying the Wilson cot
tage.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Daucette and
son Earle have given up the Helen
Meservey house which they have been
occupying during the winter and are
now at Vinalhaven where Mr. Dau
cette has employment.

BASEBALL BATTLES

VINALHAVEN

The Masonic orders and Eastern
A Refreshing Sail to
Star members will attend Union
Whitehead 10, So. Thomaston 4
Church Sunday at the 11.30 service.
The hard hitting Whitehead team
Scott Littlefield manager of the
took undisputed possession of first A. & P. store, was in Augusta Sun
place in the Junior Twilight League day to attend the managers' meeting
Saturday by walloping South Thom and banquet. He made the trip to
aston. Kent pitched well for the Rockland by plane, thence to Au
visitors, striking out 12 and allow gusta by auto.
Two fine sister ships
ing only eight hits. After trailing 2
Mrs. Frank Jones and grandson
to 0 in the first, Whitehead jumped
S.S. BELFAST —S.S. CAMDEN
into the lead in the next inning, scor Francis Jones arrived Monday from
Belfast.
ing three runs on four hits and a base
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Roberts re
Excellent accommodations for
on balls and was never headed again.
your comfort and enjoyment.
Hopkins could not cope with the turned Saturday from Portland;
slugging Coast Guardsmen and re where they attended the postmasters'
Splendid meals . . . pleasant
tired in the fourth in favor of W. reunion. They also visited in Lisbon
promenade decks . . . spacious,
Falls.
Makinen after doubles by Tripp and
airy staterooms.
Mr
and
Mrs
Herbert
Boman
and
Kent and a trio of errors let in two
more runs. This was enough to cop daughter Ruth of Lisbon Falls are
Enjoy an evening of relaxation
the decision but the boys from “The visiting relatives in town
at sea and a restful night’s
Mrs
Sumner
Gray
left
Sunday
for
Head" were not satisfied and gath
sleep. Arise and breakfast at
ered a total of five more runs in the a visit with relatives in Southwest
leisure in time for a full day
sixth and ninth before calling it a Harbor and Castine.
L. B. Dyer has returned from a
day. The features were the hitting
in Boston.
business
trip
to
Augusta
and
is
now
of Tripp and Freeman and the field
WESTPORT. Mill from
Fare,
ing of W. Makinen and L. Drink located at his office in the Wall's S.S.
Rockland, daily except Monday
water. Putnam made,a seemingly im block above I. W. Fifield's hardware at 5:15 a.m., for Bar Harbor and
landing*. S.S.SOUTHPORT to Boston
way landings.
possible catch of a foul fly after a store.
Brooklin and way landings,
The class of 1931, Vinalhaven High for
long run. The score:
same hour.
School returned Monday from tht?fr Boston boat sails from Rockland
Whitehead
ab r bh po a e trip to Old Orchard Beach. They Wharf, daily except Sunday, at
n.m., arriving Boston early
Tripp, cf ............... 5 1 3 0 0 0 had for chaperone Mrs. Leslie B. .. 8following
morning. Sails from
to
Kelly, ss ................. 6 0 10 10 Dyer, and report a most wonderful Rockland for Bangor 5 a m.. J}ar Harbor
QA
L. Drinkwater, rf .... 5 0 0 3 0 0 time. Mr. Dyer joined them in Port except Monday, arriving Bangor £
10.15 am.
>J.8O
Carr. 2b .................... 4 2 1 5 3 1 land and accompanied them to the All
Sailings are Daylight Tune.
Seavey, lb ............ 4 2 2 6 0 0 Beach.
r
.
xx/
to Bangor
W. Drinkwater, c ....
1 12
Mrs. Charles Morton and Mrs.
For reservations apply
$ A.80
R. Williams. 3b ..... 5
Donald Chapman who have been ROCKLAND WHARF
Freeman, if .......... 5
guests of their brother E. A. Smalley
Kent, p .................. 5
returned to Rockland Tuesday.
, Special Low Rate Week-end Excursions
Flag Day and Children's Day was to Boston. One-day Excursions to Bangor,
44 10 13 27 7 2 observed Sunday morning at the Brooklin, Bar Harbor, and way landings
South Thomaston
L. D. S. Church with the following
ab r bh po a e program: Opening song, “I Would
Ar. Makinen, ss .. . 4 0 1 0 1 1 Be True;' scripture reading, James
Jackson, 2b ......... . 4 1 1 2 1 1 Barton, Jr.; prayer by A. Begg;
Hopkins, p, 3b .... . 4 0 2 2 2 1 young people’s choir sang "Star
Putnam, c ........... . 3 1 1 11 0 0 Spangled Banner," after which they
W. Makinen. if, p .. . 4 0 2 5 1 0 gave the pledge of allegiance to both STEAMSHIP LINES
C. Sleeper, 3b, If .. . 4 0 0 0 0 1 the American Flag and the Chris
A. Williams, rf....
4 2 1 0 0 1 tian Flag; harmonica solo, "Ameri
Bassick, lb ......... . 3 0 0 5 0 1 ca,” Douglas Candage; duet, Bessie
Am. Makinen, cl .. . 4 0 0 2 0 1 Swears, Virginia Webb; reading,
“Your Flag and My Flag," Ruth Bar
34 4 8 27 5 7 ton; young people's choir, "Loving
Two-base hits, Tripp, Kent and Each Other;" sermonette on Helpful
8eavey. Struck out, by Kent 12, by Living, by Ralph Candage; "Jesus
Makinen 7, by Hopkins 1. Bases on Bids Us Shine," primary class.
balls, off Kent 2, off Makinen 2, off Stories were told to the children by
Hopkins 1. Hit by pitcher, Putnam Elizabeth Barton and Lena Webb
an<j Bassick. Double play, Carr to and Elder Archie Begg ghve a short
Seavey. Umpires, E. Drinkwater and talk to them. Closed with "America
Mank.
the Beautiful.”
Whitehead ...... 03020200 3—10
Rebekah Assembly will meet Sat
So. Thomaston 20001000 1—4 urday with Ocean Bound Rebekah
• • • •
Lodge.
Sooth Thomaston 11, Rockville 4
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins and
The South Thomaston team came son Thad of Pratt, Kan. arrived
back strong after its defeat the day be Tuesday.
Monday evening was a particularly
fore, winning from Rockville 11 to 4
Randall Hopkins gave only four hits enjoyable occasion in the history of
and struck out 16. Hopkins also led Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., as Grand
at bat getting four safe blows in five Worthy Matron Luella Pendleton of
_
trips to the plate, Rockville bunched Islesboro made her official visit of
three of its hits in the fourth for one inspection. Her trip by plane over On
run. but could not connect safely Penobscot Bay was followed by an
thereafter. However they scored auto ride to points of interest in
thrice more in the ninth on a base on town, with Worthy Matron Mrs.
porcelain finish
balls and a trio of infield errors. The Hilma Webster and Mr. Webster,
Rockville pitchers were hit freely, who entertained her while in Vinal
shows how it with
E. Lofman giving way to M. Starr haven. A chicken supper preceded
who was also unable to check the the ceremonies, with 95 present, and
“Keagites." Gardiner, at leftfield much praise was given the commit
stands hard knocks
for the visitors, made a splendid run tee who served it, Florence Mullen
ning catch deep in foul territory. and Lottie Webster, chairmen, as
South Thomaston retains second sisted by Nellie Thomas, Florence
place unchallenged as a result of this Guilford and Eda Bradstreet. The
victory.
following candidates received the
Sooth Thomaston
degrees: Mrs Nellie Lewis, Mrs. Arab r bh po a e villa Davis and Curtis Webster.
Putnam, c ............. 5 0 2 16
0 0 The initiation ceremonies were per
Montgomery,3b .... 4 0 112
2 formed by the officers in an impres
Jackson, 2b ............ 4 1 2 2 0 1 sive manner, and a gift from the
Am. Makinen, cf .... 5 0 0 1 0 1 chapter was presented Mrs. Pendle
Hopkins, p ............ 5 3 4 0 3 1 ton by the worthy matron. Visitors
C. Sleeper, lb ....... 5 117 0 0 from out of town were Mrs. Donald
J. Sleeper, ss ......... 3 3 1 0 3 2 Chapman and Mrs. Charles Morton
Art. Makinen, rf .... 4 3 1 0 0 0 of Golden Rod Chapter. Rockland,
W. Makinen, If ..... 4 0 2 0 0 0 and Mrs. Charles Dutton, Rose of
Sharon Chapter, Augusta. During
34 11 14 27 8 7 the work Blanche Hamilton Kitt
Rockville
redge sang. Mrs. Pendleton motored
ab r bh po a e to North Haven Tuesday morning to
G. Starr, c, cf
connect with steamer Morse for her
E .Lofman, p, rf
official visits east.
A. Starr, ss . .....
Helin. cf, 3b ....
Lilias A. Elwell, administratrix of
Gardiner, If ....
the J. Emery Ladd estate, plans to Don't be surprised if the Frigidaire
Hamelainen. lb
be at the late residence of the de
Salminen, 3b, c
ceased Saturday, June 20, if pleasant, talesman suddenly launches a
N. Lofman, 2b
when all persons wishing to look over
lusty kick at Frigidaire. He merely
34 4 4 24 12 7 the property or prospective purchasers
are
req
uested
to
be
pr
esent.-adv.
WQnb you ,0 underjtand that
So. Thomaston 03301031 x—11
Rockville ...... 000100003—4
Frigidaire’s Porcelain-on-steel is
HOPE
Two-base hit, W. Makinen. Struck
out, by Hopkins 16, by M. Starr 3.
Mrs Helen Knowlton of Rockland not damaged by the hard knocks
Hit by pitcher, N. Lofman. Bases on and friends are occupying the cot
balls, off M. Starr, 2, off E. Lofman tage of Mrs. Seth Kelley on the Pond of daily use.
1, off Hopkins 1. Double play, A. road.
White porcelain finish, inside
Starr to N. Lofman. Umpires, Pol
The Head - of - the - Lake school
lock and Mank.
closed last week. Miss Ruth Arring and out . . . the smooth, flat top,
ton and her pupils enjoyed a picnic
by way of celebrating the event.
the Cold Control, the Hydrator,
SEE BUMPER CROP
The birthday anniversaries of
father and son were observed last the Quickube Ice Tray, the ele
Blueberry Growers Pledge Sunday when Mr. and Mrs. Alden
vated food shelves . . . these and
Themselves To Ship Only Allen were guests of their son and
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen, other advantages combine to make
Finest Fruit
at their attractive Camden home.
Grandpa Albion Allen was also pres Frigidaire outstanding in value.
ent with 96 years and a wealth of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Present conditions indicate that memories to his credit.
Knox and Lincoln Counties, at
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson of New
least, will be blessed with a bumper Jersey are at their Hobbs Pond cot
blueberry crop and for this the in tage for the season. Arthur Craw The New All White Porcelain-On-Steel
telligent growers of this fruit are ford is their guest.
Frigidaires Are Sold With a
truly thankful. Recognizing the fact
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Ray
that only the best products will bring mond Ludwig and Mrs. Eleanor
YEAR COMPLETE
the top prices, those of the growers Payson entertained Mr. and Mrs,
who are producers on a large scale, Herbert Esancy and children of
GUARANTEE
have organized and already have South China; Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
gone far since early spring seeking Wellman, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
LIME CITY SALES, Inc.
better methods of crop protection Childs and children of South Hope;
Rockland
and marketing. Especially in the and Mrs. Janney and daughters of 593 Main Street,
Tel. Rockland 967—Camden 2007
grading and packing of fresh berries Philadelphia who are summering in
Damariscotta 105-4
for shipment results are expected as Lincolnville.
Associate Dealers—
it is now definitely planned for a
Miss Ada Ripley visited in South Gordon & Lovejoy. Union, Maine
uniform co-operative pack under an China, Augusta and Togus last Sun A. T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
C. E. Marriner, Camden. Mainp
attractive association label. Each day.
Ernest Kawley, Tenant’s Harbor
grower is to be designated by a num
Stahl’s Radio Shop, Waldoboro, Maine
ber, and every member is pledged to
Waiter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills. Me.
SOUTH THOMASTON
H. L. Bossa Stores, Friendship, Maine
ship only his finest fruit under this
A splendid opportunity for the citi S. F. Prentice, Bristol Mills, Maine
label.
Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Maine
The growers can see no hardship zens to show their public spirit and
in the fact that they will have before help on a most worthy cause will be TERMS WILL BE ARRANGED
them several thousand tons of this offered Friday night when the first TO SUIT THE PURCHASER
fruit to select from. Co-operation big supper of the season will be held
has been promised the growers by in the Grange hall for the benefit
the State Department of Agriculture of the schools. The town's appropri
by the Maine Agricultural Expert ations can hardly take care of half
ment Station at Orono, and by the the needs of its schools, so raising
U. S. Department of Agriculture money by some other means becomes
Through County Agent Mr. Went a necessity, and of course helps re
worth field inspection and service of duce the taxes. These suppers have
a chemist will tend to give assur become such a pleasant part of our
ance to the growers that the 1931 summer life here that it seems a
TIBBETTS
DYER
pack of both fresh and canned East pity not to continue them. Everyone
For
For
em Maine blueberries will be the fin not otherwise solicited is invited to
SERVICE
SALES
est known in the history of this provide sweet food. Mrs. Harvey
rapidly growing industry.
Crowley is chairman. Remember the
Arthur J. Clark
date, Friday, June 19. Usual time— Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
Secretary State of Maine Blueberry usual prices.
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
Growers' Association.
Owing to very inclement weather
40 PARK STREET
last week the closing day picnics of
44tf
We can't understand how the ant the schools were postponed to this
acquired such a reputation for being week. Mrs. Gillchrest with children mar school Tuesday at Whitcomb's
so industrious. Nearly all we ever saw of the primary school held theirs Beach, Ash Point. Some parents atwere on a picnic—Thomaston (Ga. Monday in E. A. Rowell's orchard!- tended the two picnics and report a
Times.
Mrs. Sleeper and pupils of the gram- delightful time on both occasions.

BOSTON

$J.85

2'

EASTERN

jality you want «»

the

price you approve*

If the things you want most in a motor car have cost
more than you care to pay—and if the cars you felt you
could easily buy have not quite satisfied you—here is a
timely message . . .

Alot of people just like you have found in the new Pontiac
both the quality they want and a price they approve.

Suppose you are driving a Pontiac fcr the first time.
What do you find?
Going along at medium speed, you notice how smooth
and quiet the engine is. You wonder how it will be at
high speed, and a test shows it is just as smooth.

Then you head up a sharp grade—and most likely go
all the way in high gear. Fcr Pontiac’s 60 h. p.
engine is big enough to do al! you ask without strain
ing or laboring.
Over a back road, or where the highway is under repair,
you find that Pontiac’s "rubber insulation” is far more
than a name. Those rubber cushions at 43 points in

You examine the Pontiac interior, and at once you see
that the upholstery is genuine mohair or whipcord.
(Fine leathers in open models.) Well, that rates 100%
for looks and wear. Then you find that seat springs

A lusty kick

are deep, cushions soft, and the driver’s seat easy to
adjust the way you like it.

FRIGIDAIRE’S

How about protection against heat, cold, and rain?—
you ask. And you fearn that the Pontiac body is

Everything has been

weather-tight and Jeak-proof.

done for your complete comfort.
There remains only Pontiac’s effect on other people.

Glances you notice along the street, and the comments
of your friends, soon settle that! You know you are
right in your judgment. You know that in Pontiac—that
outstanding General Motors value—with its body by
Fisher, you have a smart, modern, well-finished car
... a car to be proud of.

But don’t stop at this imaginary test.

Take a new

the chassis surely do take up road shocks and give
Pontiac fi ne-car riding ease. So do the four hydraulic

Pontiac out on the road and ask it to do everything
you want a car to do. Let it prove that it has the
quality you want—then ask the price. It’s a figure you

shock absorbers, and the other niceties of design.

will warmly approve.
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PONTIAC
MAKING NEW FRIENDS AND KEEPING THE OLD

Two-door Sedan or Coupe, equipped
and delivered in Rockland, $781. Sport
Coupe, $821. Four-door Sedan or Con
vertible Coupe, $851. Custom Sedan,
$891. All cars equipped with front and
rear bumpers, shock absorbers, five wire
wheels, and extra tire, tube and tire
lock.

$

731

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

DELIVERED

C. W. HOPKINS
65 Limerock Street

OAKLAND

8

AND

Tel. 1000

Rockland

PONTIAC
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Every-Other-Day
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ORFF'S CORNER

ROCKPORT

WHITE HEAD

that

Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Webber and
Richard Thomas arrived home FriMr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale of the
daughter Shirley of South Portland day from Trinity College, Hartford, Light and Mrs. Helen Stevens of
spent Sunday with their mother Mrs. Conn., for the summer vacation.
Monhegan have arrived home from
Lilia Webber who returned with! An interesting meeting of the Farm Westbrook, where they attended the
Bureau was held Tuesday at the graduation of their daughter from
them for a visit.
George A. Johnson of Elmore spent I home of Mrs. W. E. Whitney with Westbrook High School. Miss Beale is ,
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mrs. Marion Richards and Mrs. Min- at Lake Ossipee with the Girl Scouts
etta Paul in charge; subject, meat for a week.
Elwell.
selection and cookery. Dinner was
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley have j
Charles E. Ludwig has been visit-• served at noon, the menu consisting moved
to Rockland. Mr. Kelley who
‘••.'S'-.'
ing his sister Mrs. A. E. Earle in of stuffed flank steak, Harvard beets has been
on 15 days’ furlough, has i
Auburn for a few days before going and apple strudel.
returned to the U. S. C. G.
on to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes, Miss
John Tourjee, U. S C. G. inspector,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell and! Doris Ballard, Delmont Ballard, from Washington, D. C., has been on
The Only Car in its Price Class with 121 in.
children and Mrs. Amber Childs George Crockett and William Ingra a three days’ inspection at the U. S.
spent Sunday in Elmore quests of ham are among those who will at C. G. Station.
Wheelbase
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall.
tend the commencement ball at
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alley of the
The Girls' 4-H Club with their leader Castine Normal School this evening. Light, Mrs. A. J. Beale and Mrs.
... <
’t»
and assistant leader enjoyed a pic
At the Methodist Church Sunday Helen Stevens will spend a few days
nic June 6 and a very pleasant time evening the following enjoyable pro in Jonesport this week on a motor
was the report.
gram was carried out by members of trip.
Longer, slower blending gives
Fully Equipped—Delivered in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale and family
The Boys' 4-H Club met at the the Sunday School under the direc
them EXTRA quality, mellower
home of the leader Albert B. Elwell tion of Miss Doris Ballard; Music; were guests of Capt. and Mrs. Frank
flavor ... makes them Amer
Friday evening.
Instruction was responsive reading, led by Ernest Hilt of Portland Head Light one daWILLYS SIX Delivered from $595 up
given in splicing rope in various ways Crockett, superintendent; dialogues: last week whilfc on a trip to West
ica’s finest beverages.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur
and in tieing different kinds of “Heart Seeds,” by Barbara Richard brook.
son, Roberta Simmons, George Fowle, Mitchell, formerly of White Head
knots.
GINGER ALES
Tel. 466-W For Demonstration
Miss Lila Ames of North Waldo Constance Lane, Viola Ames, Caro Light, now of Fort Point Light, were
£ldc dry — jjoldcn — c/ec
line
Bums;
“
The
Happiest
Time,
”
also
guests
of
the
Hilts.
The
boro has employment at H.
Alice MacDonald, Doris Hill, Lucille Mitchells went to Gorham to attend
Porter’s.
“S a S”
Deane, Herbert Wellman; “God’? the graduation of their daughter
Miss Louise Leonard has returned Little Flowers." Patricia Blakley as Etta from Gorham Normal School.
(^hccfuol s (Confection Cfrtn/c
to her home in St. George.
rosebud, Priscilla Crockett as daisy.
Furman Gould of Jonesport is the
tft) til
ilih
School in this community closed Marjorie Brodis as buttercup, Earlene guest of his sister, Mrs. Noyes Alley.
Mrs. Rosa Copeland who has
W1LLYS-KNIGHT AND WILLYS
last Friday. The whole number en Davis as forget-me-not; song, “In
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkngham
visiting relatives here for two week
rolled during the school year was 31. Spring," primary department; an- and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and
Colored clothes brighter
SALES AND SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis of De
Eleanor Achorn, Barbara Tisdale and them. “Suffer Little Children To sons motored to Jonesport for last week. He is assistant chauffeur for
Mrs. Baldrige of Warrenton, Glen- troit, Mich., were callers Monday at Trust your finest cottons
Junior Kennedy were not absent dur Come Unto Me," adult choir; “The weekend.
632 Main Street
,
Rockland, Me.
Rinso’s safe suds It keeps
Frank Page’s.
ing the whole year. Junior Kennedy, Hidden Treasure," a Bible story was
white Head ball team seems to be cove.
The death of Mrs. Mollie Adams
William Vinal returned Saturday
| j a lad of six years, walked a mile to enacted with the leading characters playing in luck this summer, having
came as a great shock and filled
5 school and neither missed nor was represented by Phyllis Crockett, Lois won every game so far. Sunday they from a trip to Boston and is at the many hearts with sorrow. In the few hardest water! Twice as much, cup for
home of his mother, Mrs. Emma V.
tardy a single session. Pupils not ab Burns, Roberta Holbrook. Donald beat the Kickapoo team 29 to 0.
years that she had lived here she en cup,
sent during the spring term were Welt. The offering was taken by
S. F. Flood, U. S. C. G., is on a ten- Leach.
ake
Mrs. Lottie Simmons of Portland . deared . herself to all. Much symHazel Pierson, Calvin Elwell, Mil Barbara Richardson, Mary Daucett, days’ furlough
spent
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Cassie
j
P»thy
is
felt
and
expressed
for
the
dred Kennedy, Roy Bragg, Edward Earlene Davis, Caroline Burns. The
School closed on White Head Fri jjussey
! husband and children.
Reed, Ruth Pierson, Violet Kennedy stage decorations were very effective day. The teacher and pupils en
mend Rinso.
evergreens
and
cut
flowers
being
Several
from
this
place
attended
and Roland Bragg Several were ab
joyed a picnic on Burnt Island, near
Great for 1 W The Gnnulated I
EAST
SEARSMONT
extensively
used.
Spruce
Head.
graduation at Rockport town hall last
sent one day only. Calvin Elwell and
dishwashing!
soaP I ft
•
♦
»
♦
Thursday evening. In the graduat
Ralph Jackson won Gold Star but
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Marriner
and
sons
ing class from this sectionjjere Miss
tons, given by the Maine Department
Alumni Association Meeting
WEST
ROCKPORT
of Health.
Dorothy Nutt, daughter
When the members of Rockport
Raymond Fooler of New York city
Rnhprt Nutt who
High School
torian; Miss Ellen Eunaei
NORTH WASHINGTON invited guests assembled at Ma Mrs. M. A. Fogler.
of Mrs. Amanda Lunden,
Mr. and Mrs. John Brainard of sonic hall Monday evening for their
Mr. and Mrs. George Parker and ant street and Miss Ruth Priest, recently played the trumpet over the
San Francisco, Calif., and Mr. and annual meeting it was like gathering Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Andrews are daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred radio and is an extra good musician
Mrs. Arno Bartlett of West Washing one large family, the spirit of good proud parents of Infant daughters. Priest. Miss Lunden had the prophecy for one of his age. His music was
Located at 462 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
ton were Sunday visitors at the home fellowship and friendliness predomi The Parker little one arrived June and Miss Priest, presentation of gifts. listened to with great, pleasure.
of F. W. Cunningham.
nating. More than 100 were seated 7. and the Andrews baby June 11. Tt has recently been announced that
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lenfest and at the tables and enjoyed the de Mrs. Parker is at a maternity home Miss Lunden has been awarded a son Gilbert of Camden spent the
children of Wakefield, and George licious banquet served by Harbor in Rockland and Mrs. Andrews is at scholarship to an art school in Port weekend with Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Mar
Visit This Sanitary Market and Be Assured of
Lenfest of Somerville. Mass., were Light Chapter, O.EJ3. The graduates Knox Hospital.
land as the result of taking part in riner.
over Sunday guests at M. W. Len of 1931 were special guests of the
Henry :
a State contest. Congratulations are
Elmer
Keller
who
has
spent
the
Receiving Only High Quality Meats at Lowest
Jtaines finest.
fest's.
occasion and their class colors of winter in Boston returned home last extended by her many friends.
is guest o:
Donald Cunningham, W. A. Palmer green and gold were effectively used
Possible Prices. All Meats Sold in This Mar
and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham in the decorative scheme of the hall,
motored to Bingham Sunday to view and the class motto “Climb Though
the Wyman dam.
the Rocks Be Rugged” was suspend
ket Are U. S. Government Inspected.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham, ed overhead.
Robert Cunningham and W. A.
Following the banquet a program
Palmer were visitors in Belfast and of music and speeches, with L. True
Northport last Friday.
Spear as toastmaster, was greatly
Ruth Lenfest and Irene Lenfest enjoyed, Frank H. Ingraham, whose
COMPANY
GREAT
have recently returned to their home keen and interesting remarks are
here after attending a term of school always enjoyed, was the first speaker.
at the village.
Then came John M. Richardson who
always receives a glad hand when he
appears at these gatherings, a proof
of the high esteem in which he is still
held by the townspeople and the
pupils who were under his care when
he was principal of the local High
School several years ago. In appre
ciation of Mr. Richardson and his
work the.entire company joined in
the school song, which was of his own
A comparison of Budweiser with
composition. President Aili Lofman.
all other brands of Malt Syrup
in behalf of the Class of '31, expressed
their pleasure at being present oi&
will convince you that it is supe
this occasion and appreciation for a!
rior in flavor and quality. Over 70
that had been done for them. All
years of unceasing effort and ad
then joined in cheers for the class of
’31.
herence to the long established
Mrs. Maude Sylvester Sukeforth of
policy that the best is none too
Grand Valley, Colo., who has been ab
sent for 20 years, was then listened to
good for the American public,
in a few remarks. She paid a high
assures Budwe'’’’/ Malt to be
tribute to Rockport, the home of her
birth and read Edgar Guest’s poem
"the best money can buy."
“The Home Town.” stating that ex
pressed her feelings more clearly
than any words she might say. Oth
ers who contributed interesting re
marks to the program were C. C. Luf
kin, Rev. F. F. Fowle, Rev. G. F. Cur
rier. Milford Payson, Supt E. L. Toner
and Harry Sukeforth. An interesting
report of the carnival held last fall
was given by Toastmaster Spear,
showing these results: Total receipts
$2186.63; total expenditures, $1256.95:
Hear Tony Cabooch,
leaving a balance of $930.18; paid to
Anheuser-Busch’s
Senior Class for Washington trip.
one - man - radio - show
$300.00; turned over to Educational
every Saturday night
Fund. $329.68.
over the Columbia
These officers and committees for
Broadcasting System
HE gasoline made by our subsidiary, the
the ensuing year were elected: Presi
Magnolia Petroleum Company down in
dent, Ross Spear, ’26; vice president.
Dora Packard, ’21; secretary and
Texas,
is a good one for Texas.
treasurer, Ruth Miller, '30; chairman
executive committee, William Ingra
But for Soconyland—New York and New
ham. '30; scholarship award com
England—we make a special gasoline that per
mittee. Albert Rhodes, Mary Brann.
Mildred Graffam; education fund
forms like a thoroughbred champion!
committee. L. True Spear. Frank
H. Ineraham, Helen Dunbar, Ralph
In developing this gasoline, Socony Engineers
Buzzell. Guy Annis. The R.H.S. or
considered the climate, the temperatures, the
chestra. with Miss Ruth Miller, ac
companist furnished music during the
hills and roads of Soconyland, and only Socony
1MI
evening and a trumpet solo by Cleve
land Whittier was skilfully rendered.
land.
They
tested
this
gasoline
—
and
proved
it
—
B.T.
• • • •
in a fleet of Socony Test Cars traveling from the
School Notes
Miss Hortense Bohndell. teacher at
tip of Maine to the toe of Long Island—under
West Side school, reports the fol
the same motoring conditions you yourself
lowing pupils not absent during the
term: Pauline Tatham. Albert Young,
encounter.
Warren Barrow’s, Martin Eaton, Clar
ence Morse. Louise Oliver, Mary
Week in, week out—month in, month out—more Socony Special plus
Reid, Carroll Richards, Agnes Young,
Ethyl
is sold in New York and New England than any other premium fuel.
Barbara McKinney, Louis Tatham,
Francis Wentworth, Mildred Ames,
It’s your gasoline—“tailor-made” for just you/
Arabel Eaton, Forest McKinney; not
absent or tardy for the entire year,
Stay with Socony and you stay ahead. Fill up, today!
Pauline Tatham, Louis Tatham and
Mildred Ames.
The pupils and teacher feel deeply
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
indebted to these friends who fur
nished cars to convey them to the
Fish Hatchery, Friday for an out
ing. it being the last dav of the school
year: Mrs. Frederick Richards,
Mrs. Lloyd Moody. Mrs. Ellen Bohn
dell and Mrs. Donnell. On their re
turn to the school building they
found ready lunch and lemonade pre
pared by Mrs. Norman Parker. It
being the birthday of Agnes Young,
a birthday cake prettily decorated
was an added attraction for the little
tots.
LIGHT OR DARK-RICH IN BODY
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, teacher at East
Side sub-primary and first grade, re
—FLAVOR JUST RIGHT
ports the names of Norma Spear and
Herbert Carleton on the list of those
jMaint’l
not absent for the term, in fact
Norma has not missed a half day
It pays to buy the best
since entering school two years ago.
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Helen Solberg and Russell Thomas
w’ere married June 14 at the Tenant's
Harbor parsonage.
Miss Anna Ojala who has been
seriously ill for the past month Is
rapidly recovering.
Mrs. Fannie Enstedt of Thomaston
visited Sunday Mrs. Victor Korplnen
and daughter Anna who is slowly
recovering from a recent serious ill
ness.

"Tailor-made" for Soconyland 4

Socony is "Standard

I j

New York
R.I.

■1

9
i
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anything to make your surroundings 1 Genthner, Mrs. A. F. Bond, Mrs. H.
better and more beautiful you are in R. Smith, Mrs. W. H. Crowell,
creasing the value not only of what ; and Mrs. J. T. Gay, attend
is yours but of what belongs to your ed the meeting of the Lincoln Coun
neighbors as well." "Any of you who ty Union Tuesday at Boothbay Har
Ruth Whittemore
hurt or destroy that which make^your bor. Mrs. Stahl was elected secretary
city prosperous and beautiful—you of the Union.
are no patriot—you have no right to
Miss Gertrude Newbert, who has
The third division of Miss Cough fire crackers on the Fourth of July!"
lin’s Civics class has won the school At the close of the assembly the whole been in Rockland, has returned and
championship in a series of four student body joined in repeating the is at the home of her sister, Mrs.
question-answering tournaments on old Athenian oath, “I will leave my Joseph B. Welt.
Stated meeting of Wiwurna Chap
the national, state, county and city city more beautiful than I found it."
ter next Tuesday evening. A recep
government.
• ♦ » «
tion for the past matrons and past
Teachers' plans for the summer con j patrons will be held. It will be the
The last edition of The Tattler for tinue to develop. Miss Carswell is last meeting of the season,
the year was issued Tuesday and con-, considering a position as swimming j Funeral services Jor Mrs. L. J.
tains, beside the usual news and instructor at "Emenbago." a Campfire" ' Dow, mother of Mrs. H. K. Crowell,
stories, an excellent list of books "For center on Cross Island. Sebago Lake.
Those Who Want Something Better Mrs. Johnson is to take a course at \ who died suddenly while visit
Than Trash To Read This Summer." the American School of Normal Meth ing her daughter, were held Sunday
afternoon. Members of Mrs. Dow's
• * * *
ods. and Mrs. Jackson's plans, though
Following the usual custom, the still unsettled, tend in the same direc j family who came here to attend the
pupil having the highest rank in tion. Miss Hager is reported to be ' services were Mrs. Burden Dow. Mar
sophomore English automatically be planning on a course at the University garet and Allen Dow of Lexington,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dow of Revere,
comes the new editor oi The Tattler. of Colorado. Mr. Eowden will be
This honor falls to Robert Allen for Bluehill, Mr. Blaisdell at his farm in Harold and Allen Roode of Lowell,
Harold Caswell ahd Charles Caswell
the coming year.
Sidney. Miss Leadbetter in Belfast.
• • • *
Miss Dingley in Lisbon. Mrs. Robin of Lynn, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
The Junior High School is reported son. Mrs. Hart and the Whittemores Cross of Nashua, N. H.. Mr. and Mrs.
to have cleared a little over $100 by will make their headquarters in Rock G. W. Roode of Salem. N. H., Mr. and
the operetta "My Maid of the Bam land. Mrs. Kean and Miss Nichols Mrs. Chester Crowley of Conimicut,
boo Screen.”
are to take courses at the University ^R. I., and Clarence Dow of Beach• • • *
of Maine. Mr. and Mrs. Phillips are mont, Mass.
The Kaler’s Corner school, Mrs.
Tuesday evening a group of teach also to be at University of Maine,
ers broke away from their task ot where Mrs. Phillips will complete the Carrie E. Perry, teacher, reports
correcting examinations long enough work for her master's degree this pupils not absent during the year:
to motor to Searsport for a lobster summer. Bates will have at least four Laura Creamer, Alfreda Ellis. Arthur
picnic from which they returned re summer school students from Rock Fossa, Reginald French, Carl Hinkfreshed in mind and body. Not the land—Supt. Toner, Miss Pride, Miss lev, Roger Miller. Ruth Rines, Grace
least important feature of the outing Pike and Miss Norton. University of Castner, Marjorie Colwell, Georgiwas a brief but itilarious baseball Michigan will probably claim Mr. Heal anna Fullerton; not tardy during the
game in which'thp Robinsonians de temporarily, and Harvard Miss Hunt year: Laura Creamer. Alfreda Ellis,
feated Stratton's Swatters by a score er. while Miss Coughlin will represent Arthur Fossa, Reginald French,
Rhoda Hilton, Carl Hinkley, William
of approximately 15 to 14. Mr. Rob the faculty in the British Isles.
inson and Miss Carswell carried off
Mank, Edith Perry, Olive Piper, Ethelyn Whitehouse. Grace Castner,
the honors as nimble acrobats but
WALDOBORO
unfortunately Miss Norton, contused
Eileen Chapman, Marjorie Colwell,
by the peculiarities of the improvised x Mrs. Cora Winchenbach has re William Jameson, Ella Rider, John
equipment, mistook the pitcher's turned from a visit in Thomaston.
Rider, Georgianna Fullerton, Ruth
Mrs. Shirley Gross has been visit Davis. The following pupils received
“box” for third base and was caught
ing friends in Rockland.
out.
awards from the Maine Public
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Stinson of Health Association and the State De• • * *
Wiscasset
and
Stephen
Coombs
of
Tuesday's assembly was devoted to
partmeBb of School Nursing for ob
the topic "Patriotism as Expressed by Yonkers. N. Y., have been guests at serving the health rules: Edith Perry,
Dr.
G.
H.
Coombs
’
.
One's Attitude Toward One's Sur
Ruth Rines. Eileen Chapman, Wil
A daughter was born to Mr. and liam Jameson. Arlene Winchenbach,
roundings" with brief talks by Mr.
Mrs.
Hadley
H.
Kuhn,
in
Portland,
Toner and Miss Coughlin. In spite
Alfreda Ellis. Ruth Davis.
of the fact that Miss Coughlin had June 15.
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
Capt.
Willard
Wade
has
been
pass

less than a quarter of an hour to pre
STEAMBOAT CO.
pare her remarks they embodied such ing a few days at home from New
Daylight Time
pointed statements as these: “No mat York.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
Miss Marion Welt of Portland has A M . Stonlneton 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
ter how many millionaires may come
to live in your community, it will not, been visiting her parents Mr. and Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9 30.
be truly and completely beautiful un-' Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M..
Mrs. J. H. Lovell, Mrs. E. T. Potter, Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
til every individual in it does his part
ington
at 4 40 due to arrive at Swan's
toward making it so.” "The actual Mrs. S. H. Weston. Mrs. Porter
6 00 P. M.
money value of property depends on Soule, Miss Betty Weston, Mrs C. B. | Lsland Babout
H. STINSON. Oeneral Agent.
143-tf
its surroundings. Every time you do I Stahl, Mrs. W. G. Labe. Mrs. George

At The High School

THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. George Buker of
Bath were visitors in town Wednes
day. Mr. Buker has established him
self in the manufacturing of potato
chips and is developing a good busi
ness.
The gravel walk on Georges street
is being extended. It is well to keep
in mind that the work being done
now is foundation work for a cement
sidewalk.
Mrs. John Creighton, son John and
Miss Rita Smith are to motor to
Bridgton the latter part fcf the week.
Upon their return Sunday they will
be accompanied by Miss Katherine
Creighton, who is ln camp there with
the members of Bouve School of Phy
sical Culture. Boston.
The carriage repository belonging
to the State Prison which was built
in the years when Warren W. Rice
was warden, is being demolished. The
change in business has m£de it nec
essary.
*
Jqhn Thomas, a veteran of the
Civil War. was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gillchrest, who enter
tained him at their cottage "The Sea
breeze,” in Cushing.
Mrs. Mary Bunker has returned to
her duties at tbe Senter Crane store,
Rockland, after a vacation of two
weeks spent on the Bunker farm at
Willis' Corner.
Mrs. Blanche Vose is assisting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Laton
Jackson in Rockland while Mrs
Jackson is at Knox Hospital
Miss Ada Coleman has returned
from a week's vacation spent in New
York City and has taken up her work
at the office of the Independent Coal
Co., Rockland.
As Russell Davis. Henry Fales and
Mr. Norton of Rockland were return
ing Monday night from Lubec where
they had been to attend the funeral
of Mrs. F. Guilford Norton, a short
distance this side of Northport, at
about 10 o’clock a 4large bull moose
leaped from the embankment and
charged the funeral <ar, breaking the
lights and smashing the whole front
of the car. The moose was thrown
completely over the hood into the
ditch. Groping around with the aid
of a flashlight, it was discovered that
the animal had been killed. Mr. Da
vis, who was at the wheel, held it
firmly, thus keeping the car in the
road, preventing it from overturning.
State Patrolman Pray gave permis
sion to proceed, and in tow of a truck
they arrived in Thomaston at 3.30
Tuesdaj- morning. The damaged car

••*•♦•
••• ••• ••• •••
•••
R
was taken to the Thomaston Garage,
»
I
for repairs.
Advertisements in this column not to j ?
f (IK □AUli
*
Miss Irene Young, daughter of Mr.
i
and Mrs. Harry Young of Georges exceed three lines Inserted once for 25; |
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Additional
—
-**••*•*•*•*>
street, last week completed the four lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents’ POWER BOAT, 22V2 ft- with latest Ford
years course at the Faelton Piano for three times. Six v^rds make a line, engine. Run less than 100 miles. PerTENEMENT to let on Warren St. In
w
feet condition. Will sell chenp. TEL. quire MARY ANDERSON. Tel.. 1175.
forte School, Boston. Her sisters, *
THOMASTON 26-4 or call 26 Gleason St.
73-75
Miss Florence Young of Thomaston
* ________________________________ 73*75
FURNISHED ROOMS at 17 Water St.,
and Miss Emily Young of Norton, »
I
OAK KITCHEN CABINET for sale, in also board if desired. MARY M. GRIF
Conn., were present Friday at the
condition. EVA A. DAVIS, Pleas FIN.
73*75
♦ good
ant Point, Me___________________ 73*11
graduation exercises, in which Miss ♦
4
TWO FURNISHED rooms to let. flrst
HOUSEHOLD REGAL RANGE with floor; rooms by day or week. Garage.
Young had a part. The program in IP,
tank Must be sold at once. EBEN MARSHALL’S. 6 Willow St.
72*74
cluded an ensemble number for four
KEY ON CHAIN found at Northend. DAVIS, Box 4. R F. D. City.
73*75
FOUR ROOMS and bath at 41 Grace
plano^ a performer at each. The Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE.
72-lt
THE LITTLE GIANT POWER HOIST St., to let. Electric lights. Apply at 34
three sisters are now in Norton until
mounts under any wood or steel body JAMES ST., or phone 206-R after 5.30
does not increase loading height, tested p. m.
the close of the school tern, and ex
___
72*74
♦
f at four tons and guaranteed; also new SMALL TENEMENT to let. partly fur
pected home Saturday.
an dused bodies, hoists, overload springs,
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Boston
etc. B M. CLARK. Union. Me. Tel. 7-24 nished. Inquire 497 OLD COUNTY RD.,
72-74
73*78 or Tel. 122.
writes that she has received a letter
•••
•••
•••
i
THREE FURNISHED rooms to letHOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS for sale.
from Miss Jessie Crawford, written
kitchen.
living
room,
bedroom,
small
SECOND HAND starter and generatoi I a11 A"1 condition Owner leaving town
in London. Miss Crawford and Mrs.
bath room, cook stove, gas stove. Adults
wanted for 1926 Overland Whippet. E.
FISHER, 236 Rankin St.________
Curtis had been entertained at lun G.
only. MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St.
SIMMONS. Spruce Head. Tel. 299-J.
QUAKER RANGE, with hot water ________________
______________ 72-74
cheon at the home^of Mrs. Emma
73*751 tank, new lining. Will sell cheap. InFRONT room on flrst floor at 32 School
•Tucker) MacLeod, a sister of Mrs.
KITCHEN WOMAN wanted. MANLEY! Quire 21 KNOX ST.. Thomaston.
72*74
St..
ANNE
V.
FLINT.
Tel. 1013-M.
Jameson. Mrs. MacLeod was born in T. PERRrY'S PARK STREET CAFE.
MAN'S SUIT for sale, excellent condt72-74
Thomaston but when a young girl __ ______________________________ 73-tf. tion, with two nalr pants, size 34 (small
SMALL furnished sleeping room to let.
SHOATS wanted, from 40 to 75 lbs. i man or boy) $5 cash. MR. HARDY. 4 Call
went to Rockport to live in the fam Any
at 24 FRANKLIN ST. or Tel. 1074-J.
number up to 50. F. A. KIMBALL. 397 Willow 8t„ after 6 p. m.__________ 72*74
71-73
ily of Mr. Carleton, a ship-builder. Ola County Rd. Tel. 321-W.______ 73-75 I 26-FOOT POWER BOAT. 20 h. n. en
SIX
ROOM TENEMENT to let. newly
In the early nineties, she accepted an
WASHINGS called for, delivered, small I glne for sale, all In good condition, 1' renovated,
flush closet, electric lights.
invitation to take a voyage to the washings a specialty. MRS. GRACE years old. ALLIE CROUSE. FrlendshlD
M. BLAKE. Wall Paper Store. Main 8t.
71*73 I
____________________ 72-74 G.
Philippine Islands, with Capt. and AMES. 18 State St. Tel. 977-W.
________________________________ 71-73
ruriLo vu
miur uuriug
summer.
oinutuv
Mrs. Ames. While in Cebu a clerk MADLENE
APARTMENT, six rooms and bath,
St. I head, and other furniture for sale. Call
in an English business house fell ip Tel. 1158-M ROGERS. 31 Amesbury69-74
nt MRS. BURDICK’S. St. George. ~ Me. reasonable rent. 104 NORTH MAIN ST.
Tel.
27-M._______________________ 71-tf
love with her. and when the ship was
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. one wim .Box ----------- —_______ ■
ROOM to let at 150 LIMEROCK ST.
ready to return he persuaded her to would want a home. I am a man of 41
FOUR BURNER AIR-O-GAS STOVW
69-tf
remain there in the family of the with a good home. WILLIAM HASKELL, with oven for sale, complete with 5 gal Tel. 506-R.
FURNISHED apartment for light
-x
68*73 tank. In A-l condition.'practically new.
American consul, which she did, and Oceanvflle.
Price attractive. W. C^ FOSSETT. RWer-i housekeeping to let, 2 or 3 rooms, gas,
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re side Lunch. Union. Phone Union 6-14.
they yrere soon afterwards married. pair.
elortriclty. toilet. Call at 100 MAIN STi
Prompt service. Will call for and
72*74 9-12 30 a. m.t 2.30-9 p. m.__________ 68-tf
After her husband's death Mrs. Mac deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791
PIPELESS
FURNACE,
two
small
reg

TWO FURNISHED ROOMS for light
66-tf
Leod came on to England to make her Rockland.
isters extra; A-l condition. Bargain if housekeeping to let at 34 Fulton 8t.
home. Several Thomaston people
taken soon. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School TEL. 733-M.
73-75
JR
•••
•••
••■*••■•••♦•
.*•
•«.
•••
.«•
.«.
J*
have called upon her there and have
St. Tel.JL013-M.__________________ 72-74
.TENEMENT to let. North Main St.,
been graciously received.
"ALIVE AND BOILED LOBSTERS at front hall, living room, with fireplace
the VILLAGE INN. Port Clyde. Call or and oak floor, dining room, kitchen,
Mrs. Mattie Campbell who is vis
Tel.
4-11 Port Clyde.
72-74 btfth room, sleeping room, hot and cold
iting her daughter Mrs. Oscar H. Crie.
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14. limbs water, electric lights, cellar and piazza.
will leave Saturday for her home in
Tel. P. L. HAVENER 792.
64-tf
HIGH SCHOOL GIRL wanted as wait $10. junks $12. long $10. Soft wood and
Dead Rher, Franklin County.
$8. lumber $30 ner M T. J. CARTO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
ress. Apply MYRTLE CAFE. Myrtle St. slabs
72-tf Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOYt,
Masons are laying a brick walk to
73-lt ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
66-tf
SCHOONER L. V. OSTROM for sale. 240 Broadway.
Montpelier.
PRACTICAL NURSE wants employ
Will
sell
for
cash
or
exchange
for
real
GARAGE and storage space to let. V.
Gluyas Williams and family of ment. MRS CLIFFORD FERNALD. Lake estate. ORRIN L. GREENE, North
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
72-74 Brooksville, Me.
West Newton, Mass., are registered at Ave. Tel. 864-W’.
72*77
60-tf
JUNIOR FILE CLERK. $1440 a year.
Knox Hotel enroute to Deer Isle July
MODERN
GLENWOOD
OAK IfSTOVE
j -FURNISHED HOUSE, 5 rooms,’ to let,!
examination. Men and women
.«■ sale,
tnlo like
litres new
iioiv
Vrieses right
rirrVif if
tulfpn
Price
taken
where they have a summer home.
18-50. Full particulars free. Write to for
Modern
Improvements.
Other
rents
of
St.
72*74 at once. MRS. A. B. BROWN. 31 Gay
descriptions. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
The grass on the Mall has been day. C. S.. care this olflee.
71*73 all
375 Main St., Rockland, Me. Tel. 77.
mowed and the leaves raked out of
POSITION AS PRACTICAL NURSE
TOMATO PLANTS, asters. , carnations, j__________________________
66-tf
the gutters making it look more tidy. wanted. MRS LUCY TAYLOR. 90 Broad petunias,
straw flowers, stock, holly
St. Tel. 323-M.
71*73 hocks. cosmos,
SIX ROOM tenement to let. modern,
and others. CHARLIES E. unfurnished,
Prof Edgar Lineken is at home
at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MILAN OPPORTUNITY TO WORK as WADE. 70 Waldo Ave. Tel. 531-W- 71-73
from University of Vermont for three Mother's
TON M. GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
55-tf
Helper” or caring for children
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR UNIFORM for
weeks. He will then return to teach through summer vacation. Address sale,
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let,
in
good
condition;
medium
size.
MARY F. SLEEPER, South Thomaston. Will sell right. E. GONIA. Rockland. . , furnished or unfurnished, at 8 Summer
in the summer school.
72-tf ________________________________ 71-75 St. Cail MRS. FROST. 318-W,
66-tf
The house being built for Mr. and Me.
YOUNG WOMAN wants'* position gen- i HARD WOOD for sale, fitted, $11: long.
SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St.
Mrs. Frank Turner on Booker street eral
housework or care of children. MAY !
to
let.
gas.
electricity,
toilet.
Apply
12
Junks. $12; soft wood, fitted. $9.
is nearing completion and will soon PERT. 6 Warren Sty City.
72-74 , $10;
Tel. 263-13. L. F. TOLMAN, Thomaston WARREN ST. Tel. 577.___________ 66-tf
be in the hands of the painters. It is
________________________________ 63*76
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
a well planned house of five rooms,
NEW MILCH Jersey cow for sale, calf ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
156-W.
____________________
66-tf
conveniently arranged.
one week old. J. H. CASTNER, Waldoboro. Tel. 24-21._________________ 71*73
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman is having
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
FRANK HOLTON TRUMPET lor sale, and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
a week's vacation from the Senter
•t’
ff ln excellent condition, and brass inlaid ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
66-tf
Crane store.
bell.
EMERY WOOSTER. JR.. North
WHEN
IN
ROCKLAND
have
your
picotMr. and Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant
and hemstitching done at the SING Haven. Me_______________________ 71*79
are in Pittsfield to spend a few days ing
ONE of the prettiest Islands on the
ER STORE. 10 Limerock St. Mail orders
73-75 j coast of Maine. Fine place for summer *
with relatives. t They will return to receive prompt attention.
_ _________
I
home
or hotel. For particulars write H
Thomaston before going to Mrs. Stur
MARCELLING. 50c; shampooing. 50 A, care
♦
The Courier-Gazette.
70-78
cents.
Evening
appointments
a
specialty.
tevant's home in Ellsworth for the
BERRY BASKETS for sale. Wholesale
MADELYN
McCABE.
20
Oak
St.
Tel.
191.
summer.
56*61-tf and retail. Get our prices before order
ing elsewhere. V. L. PACKARD. RockMrs. Grace Andrews a graduate of
DOUBLE TENEMENT HOUSE for sale
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times land., successor to G. H. Hart._____ 69-tf
Warren High attended the alumni Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
i on Myrtle St. Apply 53 PLEASANT ST.
TO
TRADE
FOR
CAR
or
will
sell
25
ft.
Phone
011-M.____________________ 73-75
66-tf
banquet of the school Tuesday even
10 inch cabin launch. 4 cylinder engine.
LAND at The Highlands for sale
ing.
PAPER HANGING. Painting and ma- Real bargain. L. W. AMES. Rockport.
About three acres of land with barn
Mrs. Richard O Elliot, with Misses s°n work of all kinds. A. w. gray. Tel. 2434 Camden.
68*73 24
ft. x 30 ft. and cellar thereon. Nice
66-tf
Blanche and June Henry for com Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
SEEDLINGS—large variety of flower 1 building spot. See MR. WOOD, office
—Reliable atoca of hair good* seedlings for sale. 40c per doz.. very of O. H. Tripp Engineering Co.
71-73
panions. went to Castine Wednesday atLADIES
the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
stocky, dark green. Open eve
FARM for sale, about 55 acres. Good
to be present at. the commencement Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES strong,
nings. stop when out riding. On back buildings,
house,
barn,
garage.
Tlenty
r___ to Camden, turn left
exercises of the Eastern State Nor Tel. 519-J.________________________ 66-tf ___
road ____
Rockport
of hard and soft wood, pasture and
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by I
ma] School.
fields; 212mlles from Thomaston Prison,
appointment.
KATHERINE
SMALL.
18
CHATERS
GARDENS. Camden.
67-tf on Cushing road. Small amount down,
The item in the Tuesday column
Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
66-tf j LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F.
announcing the sale of the McCallum
the manufacturer to the user. Fitted STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
71-tf
hquse calls for a correction. The late Hall, Parker Hall and Miss Paulson stove Venr'h'W’shimV u^bundle^'tl'. ,
an°newBbmmh>SW puce re™
Alvah M. Spear did not have any all Of Waterville.
Delivered. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D.J sonable.
Ior .S1®" au
"ew.location.
buildings. JOHN
Price reagood
Mcownership in the property, as erron
Fred Folsom and friend Charles ! ,Tbomaston- Me--------------------------5k!? KENZIE, Spruce Head.
64-tf
eously stated.
seven room house, four acres land,
It will interest many friends in Thorne of Auburn are spending a few i WOOD from the Fogler farm. Thorwith Mr. Folsom’s sister Mrs. O. ?ushly Juried undercover Fitted. $14; for sale, also 6 room bungalow. 6 room
Thomaston to learn that Miss Anna days
junks.
$12: mixed.
$12;
cord
wood. $10. house, farms, summer cottages, building
B.
Libby.
, O.
2.
22_.
__Z
__
—
""
II. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
| lots and general real estate service of
bel C. Williams received a master's
There will be an all-daj^Farm Bu- __ _________________________ _63-tf all kinds. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
degree from Boston University June
66-tf
seven-room house for sale, large lot. Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
15. Miss Williams leaves Boston reau meeting at Goodwill Grange
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
Thomaston St. V. F. studley.
June 27 for a two months' tour of the hall. South Warren, June 19. Tea- garage.
59-tf ! cottages for sale and rent, attractive
I Park St. Tel. 1080.
wagons and end tables will be the
West.
prices, ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
FARM for sale in Lincolnville. 150 shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel*»«*
Children’s Day will be observed by subject, with Mrs. R. E. Cutting as acres,
modern
buildings,
pastures,
hay,
Maine.
66-tf
the Sunday School of the Federated leader. Members are asked to take apple orchards, pulp wood, good market.
Church Sunday at the regular hour tools.
_ ,
x * , $.
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
Harvey Buber certainly has some , st Camden. Tel. 2597
66-tf
of morning worship 11 o'clock. A
••* *•* *•■ *•* •«.
>•.
fine
looking
peas
in
his
gardeni
which
SIX ROOM hQuge for 8ala> Qeorges st ,
pageant “A Garden of Praise,” is
Will
be
ready
for
the
glorious
Fourth,
Thomaston,
small
payment
down,
price
4
being prepared under the direction
1 $500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. ;
of Mrs. Russell Davis, Mrs. Earl if not sooner.
-----------------------] 1080.
66-tf I
gi*
Woodcock and Miss Thelma Linscott.
Some folks would play better bridge
STATE OF MAINE
if they hadn't seen the prizes before
' COTTAGE furnishings: Stove, chairs.
June 17. 1931.
tables, bed. couch, dishes. W. C. ANhand—Lo Angeles Times.________ County of Knox. ss..
WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

!
TO LET
»t - - * - - - -- -- -- -

!

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

;

SITUATIONS

;

♦ MISCELLANEOUS \

REAL ESTATE

a new, insulated

Glenwood
GAS RANGE

Summer Cottages ♦

WHAT
would. i/ou.

NAME IT ?

MODERNIZED DESIGN
Qlenwood has built this new range in the smartest modem manner
HEAVILY IHSULATED OVEN
Extra heavy oven insulation in
this range keeps your kitchen
cooler in the summer, keeps the
5 temperature more even for bet
ter baking, and makes less gas
do more.
AUTOMATICOOK HEAT
CONTROL
x Oven heat control automatically
regulates the baking temperature
to any degree you need for the
best results.
Eliminates testing and oven
watching and makes success cer
tain for everything you bake.

UTILITY DRAWER
Spacious utility drawer keeps
your cooking utensils handy and
saves steps.

A NEW

COMPLETELY ENAMELED
Bright, clean and sparkling, and
easy to keep that way. Several
beautiful color combinations to
choose from.
LARGER COOKING TOP
Cooking top is spacious enough
to take large utensils on all four
burners without crowding ... It
helps when in a hurry.
DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
This range has the sturdy castiron construction for which Glenwoods have always been noted.
TRUE ECONOMY
Greater SPEED and ECONOMY of
GAS for cooking are realized to
the utmost with this new insu
lated Glenwood.

LOW

PRICE

brings this range within reach of anyone

FOR A NAME
To introduce this new Glenwood — a New England
product — Glenwood invites all New England people —
men, women, or children — to participate in this contest
for a name. Five prizes: $250 — $100 — $75 —$50 — $25,
totaling $500, will be given for the five names which, in
the opinion of the judges, best reflect the conveniences and
beauty of this new range.

• RULES
Call and inspect the new Glenwood at your Glenwood dealer listed
below . . . Help yourself to one of the special self-addressed and
stamped contest blanks and write your suggested name, with not
over £fty words giving reasons why you selected this name. Drop
it in any convenient mail box on or before July 6, 1931. That is
all there is to it. You incur no obligation by entering this contest
or inspecting the new Glenwood.

NOTE—Your suggestion must be made on an official
contest blank, available at the dealer or gas company
in your locality, listed below.
Contest closes July 6, 1931

Glenwood

SSi

See this NEW Glenwood at your Gas Company or Glenwood dealer TODAY

Central Maine Power Company
Awt/wsfa

Bath

Card tier

Rockland

Waterville

Taken on execution dated June 2. 1931 DERSON. 73 Maverick St. Tel. 458-R.
issued on a judgment rendered by the ■____________
9
72*74

Superior Court f<xr the County of Knox i PAYRTDr KfwrTnynr'r ntaht rAnm
STATE OF MAINE
The Dorcas Circle of King's
ln favor of W. H. Glover Company, a cor* f ^J®^E NORra^RT eight room
of Knox, ss..
June 17. 1931.
Daughters were entertained at the County
*
Taken on execution dated June 2. 1931 poratlon located in_Rockland In said
and against Timothy C. Flssette
'a1V"dr1J[iXbS'nelep
home of Mrs. Laura Starrett Monday Issued on a judgment rendered by the County
otherwise
known
as
Chester
Flssette.
o1
k
r
“:Aty;7
““Ndfe MRS- R- PCourt for the County of Kno.<
evening. It was voted to hold a picnic Superior
Chestnut St., Gardiner.
71*76
ln favor of Ervin L. Curtis, of Rockland said Rockland, for the sum of Nine
June 30 at the Russell Farm. Razor In »»iu
— against
____ Hundred Twelve Dollars and seventyFURNISHED COTTAGES to let at
said vuu.n,
County u.
of Knox —
and
ville. The committee in charge are Timothv C Flssette otherwise known at seven cents, debt or damage and Seven- Waterman's Beach to accommodate large
’ Flssette of said Rockland, foi teen Dollars and ninety-one cents costs i or small families, by wegk or month, or
Mrs. Nettie Jameson, chairman, Mrs. Chester
the sum of Four Hundred Slxty-Foui
of suit and will be sold by public whole season. Prices reasonable. Quiet,
P. O.'
Abbie Newbert. Mrs. Grace Campbell, Dollars and thirty-five cents debt oi auction on the twentieth day of July at , pleasant, private
‘ 'locations. - ad
dress E. V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Me.
Mrs. Alice Mathews, and Mrs, Sarah damage and Sixteen, Dollars andjorty;
^enffTl^lce In mW Tel.
853-11
Rockland.
72-74
cents costs of suit and will be sold
Barrows. Meetings will be discon six
bv public auction on the twentieth day County of Knox, all th/ right in equity j COTTAGE for saie or to rent for
which
the
said
Timothy
C.
Flssette
had
I
tinued until Oct. 5.
of Julv at one o’clock In the afternoon
on the
day uc
of u«uu».,,
January. cue
1931
cuv twentieth
cwcuc.vcu co,
u° u. HSS “'L"
Time, at the Sheriff’s Office ir on
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. Standard
'-®'ater,
said Countv of Knox, all the rieht in (when the same was attached to enforce
completely furnished; fine view
F. Winslow were Mr. and Mrs. W. M. equity which the said Timothy C. FIs- plaintiff s lien claim) to redeem the foi* house,
overlooking salt water. For particulars
sette
had
on
the
twentieth
day
of
Janulowing
described
mortgaged
real
estate
Stilphen of Bath.
write A. H. HUNTER, Tenant's Harbor.
ary. 1931. (when the same was attached situated In said Rockland, to wit.—
Me.. R. F. D. Box 24. _______
69*74
Beginning at south side of New
Mr. and Mrs. Albert White and to enforce plaintiff’s lien claim) to re-1
the following described mortgaged
County Road, at northeast corner
COTTAGE to let at Ginn’s Point,
family returned Sunday from a few deem
of land of S. R. Ulmer, thence by
Owl's Head to small family by week or
real estate, situated ln said Rockland, to
days' visit in Lisbon Falls.
said road, north, seventy-seven de
month. Reasonable rent. Quiet, pleas
wit:—
grees twenty-one minutes east,
ant location. E. F. GINN. 97 Pitt St..
Beginning at south side of New
Mrs. May Robbins has returned to
seventy feet to a contemplated street
Portland.________
69-71 and 75-77
Countv Road, at northeast corner ol
her home in East Union after spend
running from said New County Road
land of S. R. Ulmer; then 3 by said
SIX ROOM COTTAGE to let for season
to Pleasant Street; thence about
road, north, seventy-sevm degrees
ing the winter and spring at the home
at
Crescent
Beach,
electric
lights, fire
south on the westerly side line of
twenty-one minutes eart. seventy
of G. D. Gould.
place. hot and cold water, bath room,
said contemplated street, one hun
feet to a contemplated street run
garage.
Completely
.furnished.
ALICE
dred sixty feet or more, to stake
Sunday visitors at the home of Mr.
ning from said New County Road tc
DONOHUE. 37 Park St. Tel. 1206. 67-tf
and stones, thence westerly, seventy
Pleasant Street; thence about south
and Mrs. G. F. Winslow were Mr. and
feet or more to land of said S. R.
COTTAGE to let at Holiday Beach.
on the westerly side line of said con
Mrs. James Storer, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Ulmer; thence by said Ulmer’s land
Running water, toilet room, electric
templated street, one hundred sixty
north, one degree thirty-four min
fred Shuman, Irason Davis, Mrs.
lights, completely furnished. MRS.
feet or more, to stake and stones,
utes east, one hundred sixty feet to
ELLA PERRY. Tel. 1161-M.________ 67-tf
thence westerly, seventy feet or more
Jennie Heyer, and Delmer and Thur
first mentioned bounds, together
to land of said S. R. Ulmer; thence
FURNISHED cottage to let at 8pruce
low Heyer, all of North Waldoboro.
with
the
buildings
thereon.
Said
by said Ulmer’s land north, one de
Head. July and August; beautiful loca
real estate Is subject to a mortgage
gree thirty-four minutes east, ’one
The ladies of the O.E.S. circle will
tion; price $125. TEL. 436-M or 899-W
given
by
said
Timothy
C.
Flssette
to
hundred sixty feet to flrst mentioned
enjoy a picnic supper Friday evening
•
David Rubenstein of Rockland,
bounds, together with the buildings
aforesaid, recorded in Knox County
following the business meeting at
SUMMER COTTAGE for sale or to let,
thereon. Said real estate Is subject
Registry of Deeds. Book 225. Page
at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath
to a mortgage given by said Timothy
4 o’clock standard time. Each mem
66. on which Is said to be due Four
electric lights, city water, all modern,
C. Fissette to David Rubenstein ol
ber is requested to take an individual
Hundred Dollars.
Rockland, aforesaid, recorded ln
completely
furnished.
Inquire
at
C. EARLE LUDWICK
Knox County Registry of Deeds,
box lunch.
CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP. Rockland.
73-Th-79
Deputy Sheriff.
book
225.
page
66.
on
which
is
said
________________
66-tf
Mrs. Mabel Kendall of Apple&n
to be due Four Hundred Dollars.
FURNISHED Cottage. Bayslae. NorthFORECLOSURE
C. EARLE LUDWICK
Ridge is employed as housekeeper for
Whereas. James H. Hall of Rockland port, Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins,
73-Th-79
Deputy Sheriff.
Charles Kellett at Pleasantville.
from
P. O.. stores, tennis court and golf
in the County of Knox and State of
OF MAINE
A. W. GREGORY. 416 Main St..
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the links
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bean accom County of STATE
Knox, ss.,
June 17. 1931.
Rockland.
day of June. 1927, and recorded in
panied by Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll
Taken on execution dated June 2. 1931. 29th
the
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
206.
on a Judgment rendered by the
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
enjoyed a motor trip to Bingham issued
383, conveyed to the Rockland Loan
Superior Court for the County of Knox Page
Building Association, a Corporation copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Sunday.
ln favor of Dayton G. Tibbetts, of Ban and
home news, at the Old South News
legally
organized
and
having
Its
place
of
in our County of Penobscot and
said Rockland in said Knox Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. gor
against Timothy C. Flssette. otherwise business aat certain
parcel of real estate Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
Harvey Buber were Mr. and Mrs. known as Chester Flssette. of Rockland County,
with the buildings thereon, situated In mont St.
I Pearl Studlev and daughter of RockHundred Seventy-Six Dollars and
as follows, to wit:
[ land, W. E. Buber of Augusta, and Mr. One
Fifty Cents debt or damage and Sixteen scribed
Beginning on the Northerly line of
! and Mrs. S. A. Savage and daughter Dollars and Forty-Six Cents costs of suit Fulton
Street (so called) and at the
and will be sold by public auction on the Southwesterly
corner of the W. O. Fuller
also of Augusta.
day of July at one o'clock ln lot; thence running
said street N. 71 j I
Alvah Spear now hes a telephone twentieth
the afternoon. Standard Time at the deg. West. 69 feet tobystake
and stones; i *I? ••**•*
,e.
| in his garage at South Warren. 23-11. Sheriff’s Office in said County of Knox, thence N. 17 deg. West. 92 feet
to land
the right ln equity which the said formerly of Miles Hartford; thence by
The chemical was called out Tues all
Timothy C. Flssette had on the fourth line of said Hartford lot S. 72Va deg.
USED
CARS,
$55
to
$850.
New
Dodge
day morning to a chimney fire at the day
of March. ,1931, (when the same. was
.....
.
East. 70 feet to said Fuller lot: thence
cash* terms or trade.
home of Leon Wotton.
avtached to enforce plaintiff s lien claim)
Fuller line 17’2 deg. West, 93 HENRY K. ALLEN. Tel. 8007, Tenant’s
redeem the following described mortmort feet to the place of beginning. And Harbor.
71?73
Mrs. Newell Eugley spent Saturday to
gaged real estate, situated in said Rock being the same premises conveyed to I--------with Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
land, to wit:—
James
H.
Hall
by
Roscoe
Staples
et
als.
1927
CHEVROLET
TRUCK
for
sale,
Beginning at south side of New
Miss Florence Packard is vitlting
dated June 21. 1927
1 one-half ton. panel body Al condition.
County Road, at northeast corner of
Now.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
right.
WARREN
GROCERY
CO..
relatives in Boston.
land of S. R. Ulmer; thence by said
breach of the condition thereof said1 Warren.
71*73
Vernon Packard is employed at the
road, north, seventy-seven degrees
Rockland
Loan
and
Building
Associa

twenty-one minutes east, seventy
Sahicset Hotel. Rockland.
tion claims foreclosure of said mort
OVERLAND light four touring car for
feet to a contemplated street run
gage.
sale. Is ln good condition, low mileage.
Miss Marguerite Haskell expects to
ning from said New County Road to
In witness whereof, the said Rockland Price reasonable. C. E. STORER. Rt. 2.
Pleasant Street; thence about south
‘.'CEume her position at the “Life
Loan and Building Association has Waldoboro.
71*73
on the westerly side line of said con
caused this instrument to be sealed with
Saver" this summer.
templated street, one hundred sixty
Its
corporate
seal
and
signed
ln
its
cor

Members of the Riverview Ceme
feet or more, to stake and stones,
porate name by Harry O. Gurdv. Its Sec
thence westerly, seventy feet or more
tery Association are reminded of the
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this LIVE POULTRY—EGGS
to land of said S. R. Ulmer; thence
9th day of June, ln the year one thou
meeting to take place at the Baptist
by said Ulmer’s land north, one de
sand nine hundred and thirty-one.
Also Dressed Poultry our specialty for
vestry Saturday at 2 o'clock, standard.
gree thirty-four minutes east, one
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS N.
over twenty years. Shipments so
hundred sixty feet to flrst mentioned
Suggestions for improvement of the
By HARRY O. c-URDY, Secretary.
licited.
highest market prices, prompt
bounds,
together
with
the
buildings
(Corporate Seal)
cemetery will be especially welcome.
returns, financial responsibility as
thereon. Said real Estate Is subject
STATE
OF
MAINE
sured.
Satisfaction of our shippers
j Warren High School recently reto a mortgage given by said Timothy
Knox S3.
June 9, 1931.
shown by the fact that we re
I received a substantial gift of several • C. Fissette to David Rubenstein of
Personally appeared the above named Tk
ceived
over
400 coops in one day.
Rockland, aforesaid, recorded ln
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made
1 volumes of Encyclopedia Britannica
Send for testimonials, quotations and
Knox County Registry of Deeds.
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
tags.
: from Charles Wellington.
Book 225. Page 66. on which is said to
of foreclosure. In his said capacity.
be due Four Hundred Dollars.
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
Before me
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. EARLE LUDWICK.

AUTOMOBILES

1 John Teague were Mr. and Mrs. Ansel

73-Th-79

Deputy Sheriff.

____ _
70-Th-76

EDWARD K. GOULD
Justice '.I the Peace.

4 Fanenil Hall Market Boston, Mass
■
______________ 72-tf

’
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IMONTON’

We Give
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

We Give
S. & II

DEPARTMENT-STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

3

GREEN STAMPS

In addition to personal notes regard-1
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- j
ment especially desires information of'
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. I
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be I
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................. 770 or 794-W

House and Cottage Furnishings Special
Prices Lowest In Many Years
SUMMER BLANKETS

TURKISH TOWELS

Plaid, 70x80, each ........................... 49c

24x44; 5 for .................................... 1.00

All Blankets Reduced for This Sale

18x36; 7 for .................................... 1.00

These are two outstanding values!

SHEETS

CURTAINS

81x90, good quality ........................... 79

COTTAGE SETS

81 x99, good quality ........................... 89

RUFFLED CURTAINS

Same low prices on all other Sheets and
Pillow Slips

CURTAIN RODS

CRETONNES

PILLOW SLIPS

Special new line at, per yard............... 19

42x36; 6 for .................

1.00

42x36; 5 for ................................... 1.00

A large variety of other Cretonnes at
Very Low Prices

42x36; 4 for...................................... 1.00

COLONIAL
SPREADS
Green, blue, rose and gold, full size
80x105; our regular 1.25 grade.
Special at ............................................ 98

WOVEN HAMMOCKS
Strongly made

Double Faced Cretonne in several
grades

RUGS
Yarn Rugs, very special; size 24x48;
.59; 2 for 1.00

Each

WASH SMYRNA RUGS
24x48 ................................................ 1.39

$2.98 and up

The colors will remain bright and clear.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
Mrs. John D'Orsay and son Ralph
H. D'Orsay of Waterville were Rock
land visitors Wednesday.
Ralph
D'Orsay has just been graduated from
University of Pennsylvania Medical
School, with high honors. He leave?
this week for Camp Treasure Island,
Delaware Water Gap, where he will
have charge of the health of the
Scouts Camp in the United States.
In September he enters Philadelphia
General Hospital for two years rota
tion service. A trip around the world
will follow before he settles down to
practice in Waterville. The young
doctor was tendered a birthday din
ner party while in Rockland, at the
Copper kettle, by his aunts. Mrs. Ava
Lawry. Mrs. Jennie C. Tibbetts and
Mrs. Katherine Veazie.

Miss Hazel Day who has been in
Washington, D. C„ for the winter in
the family of Mrs. Justice Lee ar
rived Tuesday and is at Camden superintending the opening of the Lee
summer home.

Mrs. Katherine Veazie has returned
from a visit to Belgrade Lakes, where
she was the guest of her sister Mrs.
John D'Orsay, at her summer home.
Mrs. Edith Follansbee has returned
from Augusta where she has been
visiting Miss Hattie Hall for several
weeks.
Harry Pearson and family of
Bridgeport, Conn., have arrived at
Crescent Beach for the summer.
Mr and Mrs. Ray Newton and
daughters Winona and Norma were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Fogg and family of South Paris
who are occupying Camp Charliett“
at Spruce Head for two weeks. The
Newtons and Foggs were former
neighbors at South Paris.

,
|

Major and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord
and sons, Herbert and Kenneth, leave
their home in Washington, D C.,
June 23, for Elmira, N. Y„ where they
will be the guests of friends about a
week. Major Lord will return to
Washington, but Mrs. Lord and sons
will continue to Rockland by motor,
expecting to arrive here about July
1st for the remainder of the sum
mer. Major Lord will join his fam
ily for the month of August.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
'

'

-

■

■

■'

STUDIO COUCH
A VERY
SPECIAL VALUE!
SPRING
—Box Spring of our own specification
—Spring five inches in diameter
—Hand tied four ways and secured by steel banding.

MATTRESS
—Thick Felt Mattress
—25 pound cotton covering for comfort
—Hand tufted and hand stitched

2 feet 6 inches wide! Covered in denim with a selection of three attractive colors
to choose from. Box spring is tailored w ith matching guimpe.

Tan—Blue—Taupe

This studio couch is much in demand be cause of its comfort, and small space re
quire ment
Pillows to match—set $6.00

| 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine*!

Mrs. Leola Rose is guest in Egypt.
Mass., of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Fales.
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
daughter Constance were in the city
Sunday calling on friends. They
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
E. F. Berry, Grove street.
Miss Maud Pratt was hostess to the
Tuesday Club.
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Walsh
have gone to Birch Island, Casco Bay
where they will spend the summer at
the Log Camp.
Mrs. Dora E. Crockett and Mrs.
Nora F. Wilde have arrived North
irom Florida and will spend the re
mainder of June and the month of
July at The Eastland in Portland.
They will then come to Rockland for
a visit at their old home.
Leonard F. Hall of Charlestown,
Mass., has gone to Gorham for a visit.
Mrs. Ella Corbett who has been
visiting Charles McKinney and other
relatives has returned to Portland.
Miss Mabel Holbrook and Mrs. Ira
Perry motored to Portland Wednes
day to attend the graduation from
Portland High School of Miss Hol
brook's niece Beatrice K. Moon.
Miss Alfreda Perry, who is sum
mering at Boothbay Harbor was
stricken with acute appendicitis
Sunday and was operated upon at
j the Maine General Hospital, Port
land, the following day. Her condi
tion is quite comfortable.
Misses Adelaide Trafton, Mary
Bird, Elizabeth Hagar and Mrs. C.
W. Lowe motored Saturday to Gor' ham where they attended the alumni
banquet of Gorham Normal School.
Fred Edgerly of Portland spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
• McKinney.
Mrs. Myra Shadie nas been in Port! land a few days to attend the gradua
tion of her niece Beatrice, daughter
I of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moon, from
Portland High School.
Frank Hola of Rye, N. Y., is spendi ing the summer at 107 Broadway.
. Harry L. Jackson of Lebanon, N. H.,
is at his Ash Point cottage.
The Y.P.B. will hold its regular
meeting this evening at Miss Young’s,
North Main street.
Mrs: Charles McKnney is recover
ing from an infection in her foot.
I Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richardson
arP spending the week in New York
City.
The Wawenock Club was enter
tained by Mrs. Evelyn Snow who has
recently returned to her old home on
Green street, Thomaston. Picnic
supper, featuring chicken, was
served, and the guests presented Mrs.
Snow with a kitchen shower.
Where will be a special meeting of
the BPW Club this evening at the
rooms at 7 o'clock when there will
be important business.
Miss Louise Harrington is the
guest of her sister Mrs. Alfred J.
Dailey, in Brighton, Mass.
Mrs Donald Perry, Miss Anne Mc
Laughlin Mrs. J. F. Burgess, Mrs.
John Chisholm, Mrs. Francis Louraine, Mrs. Walter Ladd and Mrs.
David McCarty motored to Waldo
boro Tuesday evening where they
were joined by Mrs. Annie Thomp
son of that town for supper and
cards at Stahl’s Tavern.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bernet and
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Linn of Mt. Ver
non, N. Y., are at Owl’s Head Inn for
a summer vacation. Mr. Bernet is
the brother of Capt. John Bernet,
Rockland street.
Mrs. J. M. Studley of Warren is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. S.
White, Beech street. Tuesday Mrs.
Studley celebrated her 90th birthday,
being remembered with a postal
shower, flowers and many other nice
gif's. Mrs. Studley has the dis
tinction of being the second oldest
person in Warren. She is remark
ably well, her mind keen and alert,
and she keeps house, doing the gen
eral routine duties with ease.
Mrs. Anna Coombs Paulitz is em
ployed at the Samoset Hotel, Rocklank Breakwater, for the summer.
Miss Annie Mullen returned Sun
day from Boothbay Harbor, where
she was the guest last week of Mr
and Mrs. William Merry. She was
accompanied home by Mrs. Merry
who will be her guest this week.
Lloyd Fernald who has been the
guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Fernald, Lake Avenue, has
returned to New London, to rejoin
the boat “Badger."
Mrs. F. L. Green and daughter.
Miss Evelyn Green, have returned
from a motor trip to Quebec.
Mrs. J. A. Burpee is entertaining
the Contract Club this afternoon at
her home on Main street.
Mrs. Howard Hall motored to
Farmington Monday, on her return
accompanied by her daughter, Miss
Estelle Hall, and Miss Virginia Snow,
completing their year's work at
Farmington Normal School.
Miss Frances McDougall of Port
land, whose marriage to John Haines
McLoon takes place Saturday, is
having numerous parties giyen in
her honor during this week. The
wedding will be one of the very im
portant nuptial events in the season's
calendar. Several Rockland persons
are planning to attend.
E. M. Davis of Stonington has been
in the city for a few days called here
by the death of his grandson Mervyn
Haraden.
Mrs. Fred Lindsey, Jr., was hostess
to the Chummy Club Tuesday eve
ning for dinner and bridge, the oc
casion having been planned as a
birthday observance for Mrs. Nathan
L. Witham. Mrs. Edward Gonia and
Miss Lillian Rowell were special
guests. The table appointments of
pink glass with a centerpiece of pink
flowers were very attractive. The
birthday cake for Mrs. Witham was
made by Mrs. Pearl Look, and as
Miss Rowell's birthday fell on Tues
day, too, Mrs. Lindsey had a cake for
her. Mrs. Witham's club friends
piesented her with a handsome
handbag. Honors in bridge were won
by Mrs. Look and Mrs. Witham.
Mrs. Lindsey was assisted by Mrs.
Harland Hurd.

We Make
Your Dollars
Go Farther

Where Values
Outweigh
Dollars

Rockland’s Popular 5-10-25c Store
362 Main Street

GIGANITIICi
YOU

14 Dj

Notice Partial List

SI AHITS SAI[URDIIY, JUINE 20

Can’t Afford

SALE

st ock R eriucirig

of NEW MDSE, at
Reduced Prices

To Miss It

A New Shipment of

Ladies’ and Misses’

Window Shades

Non-Run Rayon

SALE PRICE

22c

Boys’ Blouses

SALE PRICE

ea.

33c

29c

All Sizes and Colors

8c

ea.

ea.

YOU WILL HAVE TO GET HERE

Just Arrived

EARLY TO GET THESE

New Styles in

10 OZ. JARS of

Children’s

In Prints or Plajn Colors

All Sizes

Brassieres

Full Length and Width

Panties and Bloomers

Sweet Chow Chow
Sweet Mix^ed Pickles
Sweet Gherkins
Vegetable Chow
Sweet Relish

Sun Dresses

10c

22c
SALE PRICE

each

Hundreds of Regular Newberry Values Reduced
10

From
Boys’

50%

to

Men’s Hose

Boys’

Summer Weight

Wash

Suits

Knickers

Summer Weight

33c

33c

Ladies’

P and G

All Sizes
In 5 Colors

7c
House

This Wont Last Long

Blouses

At This

AU Colors and Sizes

SALE PRICE

88c

2 bars

OVER

1,000,000

pr.

Ladies’

Naptha Soap

French Crepe

Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch enter- ’
tained 30 guests for a shore dinner
and cards Monday evening at “Drift
Inn,” Tenant's Harbor. The table
and rooms were prettily decorated.
Honors in cards were won by Mrs.
Kate Oliver, Mrs. Austin Troy, Mrs.
Rose Smith, Isaac Hooper, Harold
Davis and Joseph Hooper, with con
solations going to Frank Butler,
Fred Colson and Ralph Brown.
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz entertained the
T.H.E. Club Monday evening for sup
per and cards at her home on Lake
avenue. Honors were won by Mrs.
A. R. Havener. Mrs. John S Ranlett,
3d, and Mrs Edward Gonia.
Mrs. C. M. Andrews who has been
guest of Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr„ Pleas
ant street, for a week returned to her
home in Portland yesterday. Mr.
Andrews was here for the weekend.
Misses Estelle Hall and Virginia
Snow leave today for Camp Maqua,
Poland Spring where they will be
Farmington Normal School's repre
sentatives of the C. A.
The condition of Mrs. Delia B.
Sullivan who recently sustained in
juries at Orono is reported as some
what improved. She is at the East
ern Maine General Hospital in Ban
gor.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Linnell. daugh
ter, Miss Dora Linnell, and son North
Linnell of Rumford, were guests
over the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Boody, Jr.
Mrs. W. C. Noyes entertained the
Itooevik Club Tuesday at her Holi
day Beach cottage. Picnic dinner
was served. Plans for the annual
work on Christmas bags were dis
cussed. The club will be entertained
on June 30, by Mrs. Edward Benner
at Seven Tree Pond.
Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr. and son
Richard go today to Brunswick to
be guests of Mrs. Senter's father, Gil
bert Wheeler. They will be joined
next week by Mr. Senter who will be
having his annual vacation from the
Senter Crane store.
Mrs. N. F. Cobb is entertaining the
Charity Club today for luncheon at
her home on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Togg and
children of South Paris are occupy
ing Camp Charliette at Spruce Head
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter and
daughters Beatrice and Martha and
Gilbert Wheeler of Brunswick, were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
bur Senter, Jr., Talbot avenue, the
object of their visit to attend the
christening at the Universalist
Church of Richard Senter, who also
attained his first birthday Sunday.
Garden enthusiasts whether they
have gardens or not may become
members of the Rockland Garden
Club, either active or associate if
over 1G years of age by applying to
any of the following executive board
-Mrs. Grace Lawrence, Mrs. Maude
Smith, Mrs. Marietta C. Moodv, Mrs.
Emily W. Stevens, Mrs. Leola Wiggin,
Mrs. Elizabeth Otis, Mrs. Loreta
Bicknell.
Public supper at the Methodist
vestry Saturdav night from 5 to 7.
Tickets 35 cents.—adv.

«<

Frocks

New/ Styles

All Sizes
I ncluding Out Sizes

5c

77c

SATISFIED

USERS . . . ASK YOUR.

NEIGHBOR

. POOD
af yourJinger tips with

New Sliding
Shelves

$3

ITH General Electric’s new sliding
shelves, you zwe" left-over” foods

W

—never waste them, because these
shelves pull forward easily—bringing
food in full view—instantly accessible.
If you haven’t examined a General
Electric Refrigerator recently—be sure
to see the new models. Actually lower
in price, they offer new refinements,
new value for your refrigeration dollar.

The complete General Electric
Refrigerator is guaranteed for three
years against any service expense.

You may have a General Electric

today on terms that
even the most modest
incomes can afford.
A model and size for
every home.

Buy on the Budget Plan
Small Down Payment-

Balance Monthly

Join us in the General Electric Program, broadcast every Saturday evening, on a nation-aide N. D. C. network

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
ALL-STEEL

REFRIGERATOR

DOMESTIC, APARTMENT HOUSE AM) COMMERCIAL REERIGER ATORS

ELECTRIC WAI

! COOLERS

Central Maine Power Company
at any of

our stores

Every-Other-Day
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Starting Today! A Sensational Price Smashing!
More Than A Thousand Bargains!
Prices Drastically Reduced

Be Married

To Clear Our Floors!

at the

Today we start a great clearance of floor samples at all our stores.
Our buyers have gone to market. We must make room for the
new merchandise. We always dispose of all furniture in the sea
son for which it was bought. W” erever you find a red tag you will
find a new creation, purchased for the current season, ON SALE
AT A GREAT REDUCTION! No large quantities—but thou
sands of red tag bargains every w here. Be early for first cho’ce!
Mai! orders will be carefully filled.

EASTERN
our Colonial Room.

We furnish music, flow
ers, wedding cake—even

the minister — and the

bride can select a valu
able piece of furniture

... r .1 ......
as our gift. Entire wedding without

OPEN AN

you.

ACCOUNT

cost

to

Arrange with our

manager now.

Convenient

terms can be

Sunshine

arranged on

Kroehler Living Room Suites
Red Taj Sale super-feature! A luxurious sirpentine front davenport and chair in newest of
Jacquards with "Kroehler’’ spring construct on. The
former price of this suite was $100; lor ar.o.her
chair add S19.
TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

$55

any purchase

Nothing is quite so vital
to life. Its magic rays
permeate the car,h, bring
ing forth the flowers, the
trees and the verdant pas
tures.
All that lives
grows and thrives be
cause of sunshine.

3 Storrs

4-Poster Bee’s

$9.65
Were Priced $14.98
Red Tag saving!
Cf sturdy woods in
rich walnut color.
(Full or twin size)

HP *
gs-il

--

■

Such, at least, is our
theory and we endeavor
to practice it at all times.

Eastern Furniture Co.

Pillow Back Suites
Spectacular Red Tag Sale special! Pavqnport and chair in superb ’apestry with carved
frames, loose-pillow backs and “Kroehler"
springs. Latest styles, formerly priced S165!
For another chair add S15.
TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

Isn’t it reasonable to
presume that the growth
of even such a prosaic
thing as a business can
be determined by the
amount of sunshine it
gives forth to its patrons?

Roomy Dressers

$110

Formerly $47.50

$12.65

5-Plece Dir.ette Suites

Were priced $17 59
Attractive
T udor
style, highlighted
finish, 4 spacious
drawers. Swing mir
ror.

Early American period style
of great popularity that in
cludes a table and 4 chairs.
(Buffet is extra)
$3485
Red Tag Price is

Look

3-Fiece Bedroom Suites Slashed!
R'-d Tag Sale price cut! Lovely bed, chrst and
choice of dresser or vanity. A new design of richlv
figured wainut and other select woods with carvings.
Formcriy priced at $92.50.

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

Ferneries, assorted.
Were $2.98.
Bedroom Chairs, dam
ask seats, $7.50.
Bird Cages, with
Stands. Were $8.50.
Windsor Chairs. Were
S6.75; nov. at
Console Tables,
Were S5.95.
Attractive Coffee Tables; w ere S5.50.
Convenient Nite
Stands. Were $5.65.
Handsome Magazine
Stands Were $6.95.
5-Pc. Cphol'ed Card
Table Sets; $14 95.

Simmons
Couches at

§18.95

il.95

H ere Priced S57 95
Metal frame with
adjustable head re it.
Coil bed spring; 100%
eo'ton mallrcss!
$2'98

JBIiHB.BWL.-H!’

s2 .95

Axminster Rugs

$2-95

at

$2-98
$3-89

$9-85

$26.95
Were Priced S37 50
Seamless Rugs of
deep pile, Oriental
se.m'-open patterns.
colors! 9x12 ft

SUMMER GOODS
PRICE SLASHED!
$p9
Settees for porch,
lawn.
Lawn
rests.
Porch
$2.48.

Were $1.98
S | .49
Chairs, foot
Were $2.59
Rockers, were $ 1.39
Now
Bar Harbor Chairs,
s2 .98
were S5.95. Now
Reed Rotters cretonne $$-75
back ai.d seat, were
$12.50. NowMowers, self-sharpen- $12.85
Ing. Here S8.95.
U

Couch Hammocks with SJJ-49
maitrCLS. Were $10.

Charge To Your Account

9^0

Exquisitely New! 3-Pcs.! Prices Cut!
Red Tag Sale sacrifice! High grade, curvedfront bedroom suite of irresistible charm.
Bed, highboy, choice of large dresser or Holly
wood vanity. Formerly priced at S193.50.

$129

TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

Lift-Tray High Chairs $0-95
Were $4.25.
*
50-Pc. Dinner Sets.
$629
Formerly at $10.95.
Oil Ranges. 3 burn $1975
er style; were $29.
Kitchen Table and 2 $g.95
Chairs. Were $10 00.
Kitchen Cabinets, $395°
Were $50.00.

D EM O N STR ATI ON

Does it

Hurt
Here
Have you callouses, cramped toes or burning
sensations at the ball of the foot ? How
to get relief from this or any other Foot
Trouble will be demonstrated at our store
JUNE 23 AND 24
by a Foot Comfort Expert of the New York
Staff of Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, noted Foot
Specialist — No Charge for His Services!
If you suffer from your feet, it will be to your everlasting benefit to
visit our store on the above date, You w ill receive an analysis of
Pedo-grapli prints of your stockinged feet and be shown exactly
what your foot trouble is. The Dr. Scholl Appliance or Remedy
you need is then demonstrated so that you may know how com
pletely comfortable it will make your feet. All this without cost to you!

• F R EE! Each

•McLAIN

$17.50

PACKARD GETS DEGREE

tried
to put the
love of her
man on the spot!

“THE GOOD
BAD GIRL”

Successful Marriages

with

Marriages which are a success are based
in part upon a thorough understanding of
the problems of household money matters.
When both husband and wife are deter
mined to live within the family income,
and succeed in carrying out their inten
tions, one big ground for possible unhap
piness is removed. On the other hand it
provides additional certainty for future
happiness. To future husbands and wives
we suggest, to insure domestic happiness,
a joint savings account at this bank.

MAE CLARK
JAMES HALL

MARIE PREVOST

NANCE O’NEIL

Home of Paramount Pictures

THOMASTON NATIONAL
Fine Carriages

Were Priced at $37.95

$16.95

3-Piece Fibre Suites

Were Priced S!3 50
New style in cafeau-’.ait color. Foot
br-kf, lined hood and
' :at section. Save!

Save at this startling Red
Tag reduction. Distinctive
woven dr sign in amber and
coral bo nded finish. Coil
spring cushions.
Settee,
chair, rocker, at
$00.75
only...............

BANK

Tel. 892
One of The Publix Theatres
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Time

Thomaston, Maine
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Ma lne corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stork of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $90 900 000 Over 35 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. la owned by Maine capital and the corporation la
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.

Bassinettes, green or $3.49
ivory. Were s4.95; now
Windsor style arm
$g.90
rockers that were $15
Stylish convenient
$4.95
phone sets; were S7.95

Formerly Priced S29 50

5-PIECE ENAMEL
BREAKFAST SETS

$16.95

ivory and green blended fin
ish. drop-leaf taHe and four
comfortable chairs. Red Tag
saving!

I’se Y’our Account

Porch Gliders

$12.89
Were Priced $23 59
6-ft. glider, cottonfilled cushions in du
rable striped Duck.
Lasting metal stand.

Occasional Chairs in
Tapettes: were $11.95.

TERMS ( AN BE ARR ANGED

YOUR LAST CHANCE!
OUR ANNUAL STORE-WIDE

Period china cabi
nets; were $29.00.

SALE

$7.85
FRI-SAT.

T9’5

Walnut veneered ce- $ I ff.59
dar chests; were $23.65 * J

Terms Can Be Arranged
On Any Purchase

This Massive 8-Piece Dining Suite

$123

ft,

Occasional Tables (26- Sg.95
in. top); were $8.95.

Big Mark Downs
in our Rug and
Linoleum
Section

An achievement in the art of making gorge
ous dining suites! A Bed Tag sacrifice. Mas
sive buffet, tabic, host chair and five diners.
(China extra). Former !v priced at S185.00.
Save!

school administration, whose rich ex
perience as teacher, principal, super
intendent and deputy commissioner
has amply fitted him for the office
of commissioner of education of his
native State.

Seven honorary degrees were con
ferred at the Bates College 65th com
mencement exercises, when 103 mem
bers of the senior class also received
diplomas.
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
Among the citations was: Doctor of
Education—Bertram Everett Packard will be open Saturday nights here
S-tf
of the class of 1900; skilled in public after—adv.

TODAY
“BORN TO LOVE”
with CONSTANCE BENNETT

Were Priced $24 95
The newest iounge
roxwells in tapes
tries.
Spring seat
and tufted baik.

Lovely 8-Piece Dining Suites at

$78

SHOE STORE

Rockland, Maine

SUPER BARGAINS
for RED TAG SALE!

I’nderprieed for this Red Tag Sale! Rich design,
free of lavish ornamentation. Buffet, extension
table, five upholstered diners, host chair. I China
extra). Formerly priced at $109.50.
TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

visitor to our store during this

Demonstration will receive a sample of
I)r. Scholl’s ZI NO-PADS for Corns, and
a copy of Dr. Scholl's booklet, “1 he Feet and Their Care.”

She was tired of rackets—
through with gangsters—the
good in her cried out to live
and be happy, but—

Coxvzell Chairs

Look
for the
Red Togs!

S P E C I A L

for the
Alemiting 25 cents, any make car,
Thursday to Sunday only. Fireproof
Garage Co.—adv.
Red Tags!

Use A'our Account

SEE THESE
EXTRA SPECIALS

CAMDEN
John J. McNlel of Portland has
been a recent guest of his family in
Camden,
Urban Chandler left Wednesday
for Oldtown where during the sum
mer he will be in charge of the West
ern Union Telegraph office.
Miss Alice Keene of Portland has
been spending a few days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Keene.
Mrs. Clarence McNeille and chil
dren of Glencoe, Ill., have arrived in
Camden to spend the summer.
Miss Inez Hills Is employed as clerk
at the Western Union Telegraph of
fice for the summer season.
Mrs. Albert Chellis of Saco has
been spending a few days with
friends. Mrs, Chellis will be remem
bered as Mary Bowers of Camden.
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Veterans will hold a food sale at A.
S. Prince's store Saturday at 10
o'clock.
The annual meeting of the Camden
High School Alumni Association was
held at the Yacht Club Monday eve
ning and there was a large attend
ance. A chicken banquet was serve 1
by Mrs. John Wadsworth, proprie
tress of the Ocean View Tea Room
following which the business meetinz
was held and these officers elected:
President, Dr. Walter P. Conley; vice
president, Marcus Chandler; secre, tary. Mjss Margaret Crockett; treasurer, Miss Helen Dougherty. Execu
tive committee. George Thomas, Mrs.
, w. Lee Dickens and Miss Gladys
, Kitching. An interesting program
! was presented at the close of the
1 business meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blood and
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood of Roslindale,
! Mass., are spending a few days in
Camden, their former home.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Davis and
i Miss Daisy Boone have returned from
| Southbridge, Mass., where they were
guests of Eugene Davis.
Capt. Charles Joy has returned to
his home on Bay View street after
undergoing a surgical operation at
the Camden Community Hospital.
Miss Barbara Emery and Miss JoI sephine Springer of Bar Harbor are
guests of Miss Emery’s aunt, Miss
Mary E. Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Irish and Albert
Ogier of Waltham, Mass., have been
, guests of his mother Mrs. Wilder
! Uish, Chestnut hill.
Miss Daisy Boone has returned to
i Rockland after a visit of several
weeks with Mr. and Mrs Arthur
Davis.
A special town meeting has been
: called for next Tuesday evening, at
7.30, at the engine hall, and the foij lowing articles will be acted upon.
) 1. To choose a moderator. 2. To see
if the town will vote to authorize the
municipal officers to acquire by pur
chase or by condemnation proceed
ings. for public park purposes, the
j buildings located over or near Megunticook Stream on the easterly side
j of Main street known as the Pishj market building and the Drinkwater
garage building, also the land upon
i which they stand.

Great
Reductions
in our Bedding
Department

He’s here again—in a
hard riding, gun-totin’
snappy western!

YOU NEVER SAW PRICES SO LOW!

KEN MAYNARD

GRAB BOXES FREE

In

ON EVERY PURCHASE OF $3.00

CLOSES SATURDAY NIGHT

NOTE

“TWO GUN MAN”
Comedies

Cartoon

The Beautiful Aladdin Lamp Will Be
Given Away Free Saturday At 8 P. M.

«

Serial

We Don’t Believe This Section Has Ever Before Seen
Such Values ! ! !

NOW PLAYING
“FORBIDDEN ADVENTURE”

ALL ROADS LEAD TO UNION, ME.

|
A Paramount Publix Theatre

GORDEN & LOVEJOY CO.

|

